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INTRODUCTION AND EXPLANATION OF THE PROBLEM

This problem is to construct .a set of cumulative
record cards for uee in the elementary and s econdar;y schools
of Utah.

In order to realize the above purpose it will be
necessary to _(1) make forms for the systematic recording of
data and (2) provide for standardizing methods of collecting
these ·data.

JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM

Preesy says that "'each pupil is a unique individual,
different from every other pupil, presenting individual
problems .which must be understood if there is to be optimal
development ••• Methods of mass education must be devised
which will ••. give maximal opportunity for the development

of desirable individuality.n

(~S:

297)

He further says

that the school should "recognize the necessity

6f its

knowing something about each individual child in his own
world •.. and that a majority of the most highly significant

things in a child's life are 'off stage' as far as school
is concerned.

There must be some means whereby a school

will not only know each child as a pupil, but also know

2

ho-w he figures among his fellows and. in his home. '33 : 296)

According to ?resay's philosophy, then, i t seews that

an adequate

c~ulative

reoord_would be an educational asset.

It seems strange that educators have lagged behind
social workers, merchants, industrialists, and other
professional people in adopting and utilizing systematic

record systems.

According to RDos the social service workers

stress the importance of social case history.

They have

found out that promiscuously handing out doles to needy,

with no accurate diagnosis of the causes of social adjustments reaps no returns in correction; whereas· wise treat-

ments, and aids given properly lJligb.t remove many from charity

roles. (22 : 406)
McCallister has pointed out·that careful personal
rec.ords are kept by members of other professions to promote

efficiency

a~d

prevent errors.

In the medical field

complete diagnosis has taken the place of casual observation.

Today the efficient physician not only considers the present
status of an individual, but studies his past health record
and his family health tendencies.

~reatments

are not

prescribed upon the basis of a few facts, but upon the basis

ot all data carefully considered. (24 : 406)
McConn illustrates the use of medical data.
the medical profession had

the~ometers

Before

and stethoscopes and

blood counts and pacteriological examinations, the physician

4

that extende over a series of years regarding any

chi~d.

so

that the (cumulative) history of one or more children may be
gathered ••• varioue kinds of records are separated from each
other. so that effective correlation becomes impossible.
Another defect in records is

~n

the lack of uniformity of

standards as used in different cities and states.

Owing to

this. comparisons are impossible or can be instituted only
with great difficulty.a {13: 537)_

In order to determine whether these defects and this
lack of standardization and unifor.mity are general and
whether records kept were the kind needed,

w.

Loud Peterson

sent out questionnaires to 122 cit i.e a asking for sample
fo~s.

He received and examined 1,227 forms.

In only one

case was it found that two cities used the same forms. The
record sets he examined differed in sizes, shapes, items,
color, material of card, nomenclature, and information.

This

was in June. 1922. (64 t 52)
Today it seems that adequate record cards are still

not provided for ·in many of the schools of our country.
Kitson says:

•In spite of the agitation over a long period

of years for the keeping of cumulative

reco~ds

(of the

proper. type) there are still many school systems that do not

provide them.• (58 : 285)
In this. Utah seems to be no exception.

However,

those records which do exist seem to be faulty aeeording to

5

criteria set down by Heck, Almack, and others.(l6:214-236)
(l : 46-49) (88 : 246)

This not only seems to have been

true in the past, but recent sample sets secured and
examined by the writer seem still to be inadequate when
measured by the criteria mentioned.
Note:

Sinee this thesis was written a new record

card has been devised under the direction of the State

Department of Education.

This card has eliminated some of

the defects common in other forms used in many Utah. schools.
Although this new form does not live up to all the criteria
that specialists suggest, it shows improvement.

6

THE WRITER'S lmSEARCH METHOD

In order to construct a record that provides for the
individual data needed, one of the first steps the investigator took was to find out, in a general way. what education•
al use could be made of pupil peraonnel data. T.he back-ground
of knowledge seemed necessar,y as a basis for judging the
appropriateness and relative values of the various items.
This information was secured by library method.
Sample record sets were then secured from The American.

Council on Education, Cox and Langfitt, Douglas, XOoa and
Kefauver, Schwakard, and other authoritative sources. Semple
records were also collected from various

~tah

and

Claifo~nia

junior and senior high schools.

These were compared and

studied with reference to

arrangement,and

ite~.

fo~.

Criteria for s.electing and eliminating items and for
arranging and grouping the selected items were obtained.
With these purposes in mind and with these samples and
criteria at hand, the writer began the process of eliminating, compiling, and rearranging that resulted in the
preliminary sample set of record cards found on page lm4
With this sample set built in such a way that the
items, at least, conformed to theories of educators. the
writer's next step was to submit the material to the

,.,
judgment of practical men in the field.

It was thought that

their criticisms would be an aid in further perfecting the
cards.

Sample sets of these. cumulative records were sent out
to twenty high school principals of the state, who were to
act as an expert jury.

The

rea~on

for selecting principals

as the jury was that it these cards were to be used, the

principals would probably be the ones to adopt them; and
their attitude would depend upon whether the recorda were
practical.

There should be .no eonflict.between theory and

practice.
With these sample sets were sent criticism blanks
like the one on page 115 and a letter of explanation. The

members of the jury were

as~ed

to check the items and

arrangements they liked, explain what points they disliked,
I
I

and suggest improvements that should be made.
Atter thia study was' completed and the criticisms
received, the author made a more detailed study of the
educational uses of each specific item included in each card.

Further study was made upon the arrangement and grouping of
items, upon card material, and the advantages of various

sizes , upon cost of cards, cabinets, and filing space
required.

The card that appears on page 102 is the result

of this study.
In addition to the apove study, it seemed necessary to
I

i
!

8

insure the gathering of standard infor.mation which should,
at the same time, meet individual needs.

It seems that

provisions were needed for standardizing methods of selecting,
collecting, filing, and dealing with these data.

Codes for

facilitating speed in recording and for economical utilization of space needed to be provided.

Suggested descriptions

of personality traits, vocational.information, family history,
etc. would tend to increase the chances that pertinent facts
vital to teaching, grll.idance, and administration would tend
to replace data of little or of questionable worth.

In order to provide for these things, the writer has
suggested methods of collecting the data and has worked out
)

a set of instruction sheets. (page 83 )

9

ORGANIZATION OF THIS THESIS

In the organization ,of this paper the author has
treated the problems in thel order in which they have been
I

I

introduced above.

First appears a review of the literature
I

that deals with (a) what is' wanted (b) why this material is
wanted;(c} how these data could be used and (d) criteria for
selecting and arranging.

Second appears a description of

the tentative cards and a review of the jury's reactions to
them.

Third is a review of the literature as to the use of

the specific card items; fourth, a discussion of arrangement
and grouping of items; fifth, card materials and sizes; and
sixth, cost and filing apace.
After this. the writer presents suggestive methods of
collecting arid comiJiling data. and then appears the direction

sheet.

In conclusion, two kets of fina.l cards appear,

followed by the summary statement and bibliography.

L
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REVIEW 'OF LITERATURE

What is Wanted

Authors seem to be quite agreed as to what is wanted
in cumulative recorda.

Thomas H. Briggs of Columbia
I

University enumerates the ffollowing as items records should
contain:

0

pupil's date of birth, state of health, physical

defects, intelligence quotient, ability as estimated by his

-

several teachers, academic ;records, achievements as measured
I

by standard tests, attitude toward work, special interests
and talents, unusual activities, character traits, social

development, home conditions, expectancy of remaining in
school and ambitions." (4 :, 294.-300)
W. A. Cook enumerates the following items as essential:
name, date of birth, date o.f entrance, graduation or withdrawl, health records, parerts or guardian, residence,
I

nationality, occupation, vocational.plans, notes on stuient's
moral character, attendance, attitude toward authority·.
also includes honors won at

~chool,

He

special activities

connected with school, clubs, social organizations, etc.
Furthermore, he

waul~

keep on record the student's part icnlar

aptitude manifested within and out of school, and school
subjects and marks. (9 : X)
Koos and others agree essentially with Briggs and

ll

Cook as to

t~e

material that should be contained in the

cumulative record. (22,10,12,)
Besides wanting certain content material, educators
desire eumulativca

data~

Kefauver says, "The measur.es of

success through-out the e1ementary schools help to interpret
the pupil's success in high school ••• Records of plans,

interests, successes. and failures show the progrees·of the
individual in planning and effecting successful judgments.
The present problem. or difficulty is pedigreed by his past.
·What he thinks now is an outgrowth of what he thought
earlier, and his present thinking will provide a basis for
his future plane.

The modifications ·of his_. plans often have

more significance than. the plane he has at pre.eent. • (22:431) .
Data secured by one teacher may thus become available
for the·next.

These records demand an individual cumulative

recording system.

These records should follow the pupil

from school to school. A knowledge of the past experiences
makes i·t possible for the teacher to control school
situations in such a way that an approach to a maximum of
growth on the part of the child may be attained. (22:231)
Uniforminity is also desired.
0

T.

w.

Johnson says,

All schools within a system should develop and use a

unifo~

system of blanks.• (20 t 250)·

~he

National

Educational Research Bulletin lists one of the standards for
cumulative records as uniformity.

Records should •be

12
uniform in the districts as to items, arrangements, forms,
and methods of collection and bases .of calculations. •(:46 : 4)
John

c.

Almack also lists uniformity and standardization as

being important.

·~hey

means that they Should

(records) should be standard.
oonfo~

from year to year• (l : 52)

This

to the same specificatiQns

Mort

s~s

that uniformity ·and

standardization is a safe guard against the collection of
useless or questionable data.
and reliability.
mDSt

It promotes adequacy, accuracy,

Without uniformity and standardization,

of the values. of cumulative records as an aid in

researCh would be destroyed. (26 : 246)

WhY This Material i·e Wanted
The above quotations .and opinions show, in a general
w~,.what

is wanted, but they do not indicate why this

material is wanted or Why data should be cumulative.
The following quotation from Weber coincides with the
thought expressed by Brooks, Cook, and the National Survey.
( 47 : 285) (9 : 295) "The success of' the pupil personnel

work and guida.nce depends very largely on the adequacy of

the cumulative record.

Since the chief function of the

school is to do all these things that will lend themselves
to the everlasting wel£are of the individual within the
school, the importance of the records should be obvious.•
.( .:.6~8 : 309)

According to the National Survey,pumulative records
containing the results of tests, pera.onalit;y ratings, and
current reports of sChool progress, furnish a background of
personal knowledge that is needed by the counselor as a
bas is for the interview. ~a. ~,

:

23)

Kefauver believes that in

order to be an efficient adviser one must have accessible
data on many aspects of the student's life.

"When counseling

••• or when attempting to diagnose his maladjuetmenta, a full
record of his life would aid. in understanding his problem
and enable the guidance worker to be of greater help to
him.

The influence of any one factor may be offset by the

influence of some other factor or group of factors. (
!'.... In most situations where predictions are desired,

the combination of several different measures will·increase
the accuracy of predictions ••• No single factor can describe
the complex problems faced by the child in planning his
future activities.• (22 : 429-430)

•Isolated

facts~

according to Uoehlm~n."are often unreliable, but when taken
all together and seen in their mutual relationships. reliabil-

ity. is greatly increased.• (25: 288)
•stranger can not well counsel stranger,• says Brewer.
(6. : 26)

This record of items gives the teacher an intimate

acquaintance with the student, and effort in this respect is
necessary.

During a lecture before the Utah Education

14
Association

~udd

said,

~e

learning the child that we

should spend halt of our time
m~

teach him the other halt.•

ar:he individual must be known," says Hill. "This does not
imply mere knowledge of that non-existent phantom--the
•average boy or girl' portrayed in

t~xt

books; it is a

demand that we be able to know the_ individual by a

~ethod

more sure than casual observation. • (17 : 444) E.-. :BJen

Woods says,

9

Food for one student with equal mentality with

another may be poison to the other.• (41 : 88)
With the introduction and intimate acquaintance that

comes through the cumulative ·record, many advantages have
been claimed by various educators.

The following-summar,y

indicates that. Douglas agrees with authorities already ci t.ed.

He says that cumulative records contribute by:
1. Aiding in the study of individual pupils.
· (a) .As a meaDs to ada.ptations of instructional
means and materials.
(b) In matters of moral educational and vocational
guidance.
2. Discovering and remedying
(a) physical defects
(b) mental ill health
{c) incipient disease
3. Aiding in classification and promotion
4. Recommending graduates for college entrance,
awarding rewards for scholarship
5. Providing data for researc-h. {12. : 388)
~

Cox and Langfitt have listed the values of cumulative

records as an aid in providing for the child as. follows:

"In preventive and corrective processes the cumulative records
play an. impo.rtant part in guidance by helping the school

15
~tereonnel:·

1. Better understand physical, so.cial, and mental
characteristics.
2. Better understand how a child has developed or
failed to develop in reacting to school experiences
over a period ot years and, through that understanding, help him direct his growth.
3. More effectively to adjust school activities and
school departments and school schedules. to the
needs, interests, and capacity of. children.
4. To help pupils adjust themselves more quickly in
the changes from elementary· school-to junior high
school, from junior high to se.nior high and senior
high to advanced educationa.l opportunities.
5. To make possible a mor.e intell-igent choice on the
part of the child thr.ough .. more intelligent advice
on· the part of the school, in the. se. l.ection of
vocational or advanced educational. opportunities.
6. To provide a tool for use. in follow np. ot pupil
progress in advanced educational inst-itutions ·or
vocations. (10 : 38?-388)

How Data

C~uld

be Used

With these very g:eneral..uses of cumulative record
material in mind, it will be easier to und.erstand bm!, these
data could be put to ·apeo.if'ic use--how these data prove
beneficial to the instructor., the administrator, the guidance
director, th.e research worker., the placement. bureau, and how

they protect the child himself.
!he instructor's use of records •.

T~~

instructor's

efficiency will be increased by his-know:ing:the .. pupil better.
Jfearly all psychologists will likely agre·e that instructors

Should capitalize upon pupil interest in order to get best
results.

~he

teacher who knows that a student is particular-

ly interested in aviation can motivate-his work by

usi~g

16
thie interest as a point of contact and by drawing illustra-

tive material from this

f~eld

of

instead

using ""the botany

appeal" or some other for which the student.has an aversion.
~e

tactful teacher capitalizes upon this principle, not
\l

only in his· discussions but aleo in making individual
\

assignments.
Another advantage comes to the instructor"in knowing
the rm1ge of the child's abilities.

Assigning work that is

too hard tends to discourage the child, while assignments
that are too easy may disgust him and cause him to, feel
)

that the work is not important.

lf" the assignments are not

commensurate with the chtld•s abilities, he often forms bad
habits and sometimes becomes a problem

~ase

or a mal-adjust-

-

ed child.

,-

If the teacher does not keep the child busy, the

child may- keep the

The amount

teac~er

of

busy.

drill .and review, even the methods to

be used, will depend upon the child's ability •. The brighter
student not only reaches the threshhold of learning sooner

than one with les.s ability, but he requires less review or
drill for .the proper amount of- over-learning.
r

.Again teachers often wonde-r

{a~d

perhaps they should
(

wonder] whether particula·r students ar·e extending themselves

to a point of too much physical or mental strain.

Other

students, on the other hand, may be suffering from negative
fatigue.

The cumulative record will help the teacher's

17.

judgment in. keeping requ.irement.s. within
child~s

th~

range of the

endurance and abilities with out over or under strain.

Preknowledge that comes by a study of the records
enables the teacher to anticipate prob.lem cases,· and by
proper ·h.edging. and, care JBOSt ot· the teacher's troubles
may be avoided.

Students with defective sight and defective

hearing can be seated more advantagfi!ously, and· thereby their
progress is facilitated.

With this pre-knowledge, education-

al exper. i.enc.es can. be arrang.ed for in. advano.e to conserve
precious time.

Conduct will· be better understood and

dimciplina~

measures more w.isely administered if the teacher has an
intimate ae,uaintance wilh the pupil.

With proper knowledge

availabl.e, a little forecasting an.d planning. may prevent
many catastrophies and redu.ce the so.rrows of disciplinary

measures to a minimum.

-what's food for me may kill you•

applies ver.y well in emotional and conduct matters.

By

knowing the child's moods, his persona1ity and. emotional

traits, his attitudes, .his h4me conditions, and how he is
used to being dealt with, one is less likely to prescribe
poison when food is needed.

Even in cases in which the

teacher is slow with prevention, he can at least be wiser in
choosing hie -remedies.

Another advantage that acamues from records is in the
matter of time saved.

If this personnel information on a

18

tenth grade student had to be immediately procured, what a
waste of time there -would be in testing_, filling out question-

naires-, etc.

Without this cumulative record system, personnel

data would have to be regather.ed in s.ome form every year ot
the ch11d 1 s school life.

At leas.t every new teacher the

child has. would either fore-go the advantag.es of much of this

knowledge or else rediscover it for himself.

Of course some

information could be handed down in father-to•son Indian

fashion, but many valuable individual discoveries would not
be accumulated and preserved and.· built upon.

This 'time

saved can. be ut:ilized for instructio.n.and ·planning.
!he stttd·ent ie safe guarded by the· ·teacher's having
had experience· with the cumulative ·reco·rd.· With this

experience.- the teacher· sees t-he. rela.tionship of· each subject
to the contribution of .,th·e- other subjects.

This gives the

teacher a truer coneeption. of the place of his -particular
subj.ect as jus.t one- at a number of contributing factors in
the child's developments.

Thus he. s:ees- that his subject is

not the only deserving. contribution the child gets.

!he

· teacher ge_te a- better idea of how su-bjects could be integrated;
at least he- sees· that his· subject is not isolated f:m:m other

educational factors.
Use

·of

record for guidance .... ~JJ.~. ~.um.~lative record will

give the. guidance director

mer~

crite-ria ·and finer measuring

tools which will help him to make-predictions and give advice.

19

He wlll be able to direct the Child toward a vocation more
in keeping with the child's abilities. ·One requisite of
proper guidance is to know the int·ell.eetual requirements of

Tarious ·vocations and :to lea.d the •gu.idee• to select a
vocation congenial with his . native ab'ilities.

A person who

has an intelligence QUotient below the requirement of the
job or too tnuch above the requirement, often meets with
disappointment, .. dissatisfaction and failure according to
Kef"·auver • ( 22 : 306)

Guidance will be. more. effective when

cumulative data are av.a-ilable.

Interest, work habits, and att.it.ude.s are ·also
impo.rtant items tor. one to consider in selec·t.ing vocations.

One may have the right amount of. training and an intelligence
quotient commensurate with voc.atio.na.l requirements and still

fail in the vocation.

There should also. b.e interest.

The

cumulative record furnishes the indicators of interest, work
habits, and attitudes needed by the guidance:worker.
Knowledge of physical and. emotional hand.icaps will
make possible w.i.ser. guidance.

Some jobs and professions

make unusua.l . demands on various. part.s of. the body.

People

with weakness.es in some particular part· should not be guided

toward work that strains this part.

occupations that strain the eyes,
heart or lung_s.
emotional person.

'rher.e are . certain

other~

that weaken the

Some occupations are· .tryi..ng to a nervous or

Hereditary defects such as color blindness

20
render some pe.ople unfit for particular vocati-ons.

The

cumulative record should reveal the- faets, · that -the guida.nce

director may

~ake the~e

into account.

The social factors
of guidance to be. given.

should·~rtly

determine the type

A social misfit i-s· more or less

fore-ordained to failure in many. positions. and. professions
unless these social ma.latljue-tments can·. be. eorreet ed.

The

record again comes in.·handy in. ind.i:cating ..ad.justments needed.
Economic status and home . condi.t.ions. should be taken
into account by the guidance dir. e.cto.r.

One may. have all the

requirements necessary fQr· the·· making o:'l a. good .physician or

surge.o.n except that. he may lack. f inan.ci.a:l-- means .for the
necessary. s.chooling. or a way of securing. aid•

In this case

guidance would differ from that whiqh might .be-given to a
student whose- parents could help and e.ncourage him.

In the

first ease the guidance . might· be t-oward some. temporary or
intermediate course or. occupation.

Although_. only a few

things have been m.entioned, these. indicate. that -it is quite
hazardous for the guidance director to . disregard- economic

-status and home conditions.
file administrator.• s use. of. records.··~ .~:tie eumulative
record is an

a_~d

to

~he admin~stra~o~ •. _()~~: ~f

comes in case the school practice.s g. roupi.ng.

and intelligence

quotie-nt.~' teacher~ s.

the helps

:U:ental age

es.t·imates of intelli-
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gence and industry, scores in standard achiev.eme.at teats,
physleal development, etc.

furnish:· ·the. cri-t.eria and bases

for homogeneous groaping.
Curricular changes are of-.ten · necessa:ry ·and special
st.ud.ies sometimes need to be pro.vi.d .ed ·or arrange.d for by
administrat-ors •

These arrang.ements and- ·changes . should be

made to suit the .neeci:s of·. tha .pupils, ·and. t.h~- ne.eds of the
· pupi.ls can .beB.t· be.· known:·· by- referring. to: the: ·cumulative

record.

With. personnel. d.ata at- hand;. building .adjustment

and equipment and materials ·can. b.e arra-ng.ed · fo.r .more in
a.c.cordanee.·wit·h needs.

By know.ing. the.·neeas ahead of time,

the adminis:t.rators will be able. to eelec.t . .inst.ru.ctors

prepared. for specific needs instead. ef- having:,someone who
is not a specialist -try to -ad.apt. :to. a .. g.~~.en. .condition.

Foster states that student.. cumulat-ive.. rec.ords help in
grading o·r determi;Iling. the. ef.ficiency .o.f.·a teach-er.

He

states that teacher efficiency is ind.icate.d .by· pupil

attitude, a.bs.enca, .tardi·ness,-,f ai~urea. , succee.ses, gains ..
and

·g~ades.

•These taetora are. not" the. only indexes one

must g_o-· by· in:- determining the. -teaehe:r .valu-e,:.. but before a

final .rat:.ing·wo.uld be.-fair, one- must . ,kne.w- tha students•

previou-s scho.ol records, their home oondit-iona; . their own
desires and :t-heir mental abilities.• • ( ~3 : 35· )
The cumulative reco.rd economizes -time f-or the
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administrator and also preserves ·his ·pres:t·ige.

A panoramic

view of the child's school activities and ··stand.ing is avail-

a.ble•

When a parent calls- to. di.scu.ss problems or plane

relative to the child. the. prine1pa·l does not have to run

about for data, make tests, etc.

He has

at

his finger tips

the information eonoe.rning the. child and some, relative to the

parent as 'well.

Because o.f th.-is1 t-he prin.cipal . . can make

recommendations.. aad .s·ugg_es-ti.ona:··n.ow ins:tead.:·.of!:hlli'Ehng to

arrange ano-ther appointment. -or.. pe.rhape blunder. b.ecause of
.-inadequat.e- data.
Another time.-saving element is. realiz.ed when the
administrator is asked.to .make reports •. These can be made

promptly and

accura~ely,

e inee available...reeorcted facts are

a.t hand,. and. fa.e.ts. can r.epla.oe. guessing.
Th·e researoher•.a use of .records.

P.urposes ·o.f res_earf:h •.. ~e old:
the recording ._of .a

sing:+e~-.

reg.i~.ter.

R.ec.ords further the
:l;)poks. often required

item in five or six places •

. Relative. data. were also.. separated. and. unrelate.c:i items were
often jumbled tog:ether .• · Now. with the.. new system, the
information. can be-easily and q. ~ickly ...found, .. and. not only is
time .saved, but .. accuracy and relia·bil:ity. so... ess.ential in

research .is: improved.
A large number of failures in &l\V' subje.ct immediately

raises the question·whyt Are the failures: the· result of poor
teaching in the Uunior or senior high school, or are they

due to the lack of integration?

Student problems which are

the result of poor. home conditions are continually being

faced.

Earlier school problems. lack of teacher under•

standing of students, individual differences, and mauy
other difficulties are now also being recognized and
understood.

Here, then, are the re.cords which encourage

research within the schools and within the various systems.
Having. in hie possessi_on all the above tnater:ia 1 and
records, the researcher will be encouraged to make special
studies regarding retardation of grade, attendance and
failure correlations, intelligence quotient and acquirement
quotients correlations. interest and success corelatione,
re1ations of size of elass to achievement, relation of
various systems _(platoon eta.) to achievement, integration
experiments, and similar studies.

Cumulative.records not

only promote accuracy but encourage and .suggest needed
research•
Use of records for safeguarding the pupil and society •
. The pupil. is

-:sat:egua~ed

cumulative records.

because_ of

dat~ q~~~.tl.ined

in the

Dany students are so fond of a

particular type of play, such as basketball or some other
game, that they fail to report a slight heart ailment,

hernia, or some

oth~r~defect,

and as a result, irrepairable

har,m might be done by the. physical director or instructor's
permitting__ over strenuous activity.

By .having recorded
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knowledge available concerning certain lJhysica.l deformities,
weaknesses, and defects, instead of holding- the .child to

standard drdlls and training,_t-he physical-education director
can suit thetraining to the child's needs.

He can give the

child the particular exerc.ise ·that. will aid in overcoming

his particular weakness.
It was

fo~erly

thought that inactivity was the best

treatment for strengthening a defect.ive· ·hear.t, but physicians

now know that proper exercise is necessar,y to prevent further
deterioration of the cardiac tissue.

Of cour.se-· care, study,

and wisdom must g_uide the physical dire.ctor in these tender
and vital th.ings, but cumulative records. will po.int out

where care and study are needed.
What has been said in the above paragraphs applies to
other body weakne.se·e.e: and alae. to ment.a1 and emotional mal•
adjustments, as was mentioned .earlier; but certain clinical

information is neceseary for the protection of society as
well as for the protection- of the child.

Data relative to

vaccinations and inoculations should be ·che-cked regularly,
but es:pecially.when certain diseases are impending.

School

children. are of'ten a source of' infec.tien to society, hence
the importance of this check.
Use of record in placement bureau .... ~.e employers

staff

ne~de

records

of.in~ividuale

in its_ placement service.

Our progressive industries of today keep personnel records
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or

their employees and make adj.ustm.ents ·accordingly.
Koos and Kefauver, in speaking of the placement

bureau, say, •It-should have available a comprehensive and
cumulative. record of informat'ion about. the stud-ent .Employers
selecting thei-r workers will desi-re· much intonation, and

the placement office staff will also require it inorder

to

select the-individual or individual& best fitted for the
positions referr.ed to them.

This. inf.ormatio.n is. needed also

in. order to permit counaeling. of individuals ·who. may desire

to re"Vise plans after first experience.s in employment. •
(22 : 493)

Criteria for. Selecting and Arranging
The forego_ip.g_ study

aho~ld g~v~

one. a basis for

selecting_ c-ri_teria and for evaluating recor.de. on· the basis of
these criteria.

Helpful criteria for use in making records

have been prepared by· .several autho.ri.ties.

.Alma.c gives the

following standards or criteria:
1. They should be. simple.- Th.is means that they
should be filled. in quickly, found. eaeily a.nd under-

stood.
2. They should be standard. This means that they
ehoul,d conform to the same. epec.ifioation-s fmm year
to year when practicabla and should be the same as
those used in other schools.
3. ~hey should, wh.en practica.bl~, be uniform.This
applies especially to those that serve related
functions.
4. They should no~, contain too. much.
5~ They shou~d be inexpensive.
6. They should be, time.-.eaving, not time consuming •.. (1 : 25)

The Bational Educational Association Beeearch Bulletin
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lists the following. criteria- as-essential:
1. Records sh·ould be. cumulative--that is, the
records shoul-d begin with the ftrst grade and be
continued thr.ough the- .child:' s :scho.ol history and
permanent-ly retained, following_ h.im. from school to

school.

2. Uniformity in the district as to items,
arrangement-, fo;rms, a.nd methode of_ co-1le.ct ion and
bases of calculation.
,
3• Record.s. should. be durable enough· that they need
not be replaced during~_ the twelve· year.s _of school life.
4. Record_s should be of_ such a character that_

repetition ie reduced to. a minimum.

5 •. Org~nization O-f_ record- forms sho.ul.d simplify
processes of recording and repo-rting.
6. Records should- be suffi.c.iently.. complete to
give teachers information essential for. adaptiDg

instructions for needs of_ pupils.
7. Records should be so filled.as to be accessible

to tho-se- co.nc,e-rned.
8. Visible equipment is desirable.

9. Elementary and high. acho,o.l .r-ecords should be
cont inuouEf~ (6.9- : 246)
·

A.

o.

Heck lists. th-e f.ollowing_. cr,it.eria as essential:

1. Is the record cumulative.

2.. Is the system c.ompa.ct.
3. Is repetition .r.educad~ to.-,a minimum.
4. Are. the forms durable.
·
5. Does the;.system eliminate fine details.
6. Is the. relationship b-etween. the forn1s of the
system sueh- that one hel.ps keep the other ~P to date.
_?.Does. the system make the material available to
the teacher.
·
8. Does the. system make record ke.eping easy.
9. Does the system guard agains.t the. ,loss of data.10. ])oes the system-make r,ep.o.rting:_mare automatic.
11. Does the system make it possible· to locate
children easily.
·
12. Does th~ system- make it- pessible to t1•ace
children with ease over a period.· of' years.
13~ ls the system simple.
J.4. Does the system prov.ide, a.-lis.t o-f pupils who
enter a· g_;i.ven grade ·in· a given.-.y.ear..-- (16 t X)
- The American Council o.n Bdu.cation gives -·the similar

criteria for cumulative record cards. (16 : 10)
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Summary of literature

reviewed.·-~~-

record oari shou.l.d contain mater·ia.l wh-ich
uniform in -t-he d:i.strict.

.o:tunulative

~s.

standard and

It- mould contain data concerning

home and healt.h, vo.eati.onal. p.lans 1 · inte.rests, and- experiences,

personal. traits.; scholastic

reeor~,

na.tiv:e endowments, and

achievements•
These data. fill a- v.ery defini.:te need in . the fields

ot th.e instructor.,
placement man.

a.dvisor., administrato.r, researcher, and

In specific instances· the ·aa.ta may aid

those concerned b.e!tter. to adapt the school to. the pupil and
thta pupil to the school in matte.rs. of.

he~al.th,

morality,

vocation, and scholarship.
'!he criteria tor devising_ . a card which will contain

servicable. data must be simple, uniform, durable, complete,
explicit, and inexpensive.
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DESCRIPTION OF

~ING

CARDS

.After· learning what is. wanted, in cumulative record
card' , why the:se data. are wanted--their. use, et·c,- -and the
criteria for bu.ilding rec.or.d. cards. a tentative sample card
was _arranged..

In this system, the. folder is made of ragstock

paper and .. no.t .. only eerves the purpos.e. of. a folde.r, but the
s-pace- is utilized .for reco.rd.ing . pf3r&.onnel data.... One loose

card nine inches by eleven and o.ne. half is. en·closed to
contain one type of data.

It containe.all grades, subjects

and marks, credits. and absen.ces on one s.ide 8 .and., all test
results on i.ntelligenoe., a.chievement. ,. and aptitude on the
other.
The fo.lder spa.ce provides t.or. the health and home
record, the. vocational data., the so.cial adjustment and
personal e.ff.iciency data, and the.. conference discoveries. _
The. foll.owing __ is a sample (reduced in size) of the
card that was sent out to twenty p:r·incipal,a for their
suggesti.ve criticisms and helps.

With this card appears

the questionnaire which was submitted. to them.
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REACTION OF J11RY TO CARll

From the twenty principals contacted, seventeen
replies were received.

The returns

~tt~nish

an argument for

the need of a better understanding of what records should
contain, their use,'and how they. are to. be handled.

The

follow-ing quotations. indicate how various principals differ
in their opinions.

In discussing these criticisms, the

writer refers to the critice as Principal A, Principal B,
Principal C, etc.

Cownenta relative to the Home and Health

Histor.y record were as follows:
Principal A: "This is plain and easily understood.
Our present one is too detailed ae to diseas.es of childhood,

at what time etc.

a

Principal B:

"Weigp.t, eyes, e.ara, no.se and throat

should be mentioned, or the examining. physician may over-

look one or more of these important items.•

It seems as

though the latter principal has the idea that .the cumulative
record is to re-place the doctor.' s report.

He fails to see

that it is merely a summary of his and other reports that
will have guidance value.
Principal C says. "This record is to·o complicated and
detailed."

Principal D says.

8 An

examination of this card

convinces me that you have a comprehensive and

ad~;uate
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system. •
I.n speaking of the record in g.ene.ral, Principal E

says,
by

0

'rhe. general crriticism I have of th.e card, as designed

you·, is its complexity and the fact that

s·a much is

included.•

Principal Y has this to aay:
this.

~e

need a record 11ke

We cannot estimate. one-trait from the measurement of

another, nor .can we· -take. a ·ser-ies· ·of measurements in a

child's career and .use it unmodif-ied as a ba·eis for predictions of hie status at a remate date·...
individual mus.t be genetic.

~e

~he

study of each

must begin to measure him

from time to time, keeping full and complete records of
everything that we fihd out abou.t. him.

With.this cumulative

record at hand,. it shoul.d be poss.ihle .. to.make tentative
short voyage predic-tions. w.hi.ah. wi.ll. b.e ..o:f great value and
which will increase. in .accur.a,cy .and .u.sefulne.ss. as the data
are aacumula.ted.

You. are on th.e. right track. •

Another example of. he.terogene-ity of views relative ta

th.e handling o.f records. is shown in the following two returns;
Principal G says that all the information he.re is needed,
but he wo.nders if it could all be placed. upon one page, so
pbotostatic piet.ures could b.e taken to mak-e recopying
unnecessary as the child goe.s· from -school to school.

Principal K. says, •I assume that the cumulative
card is to follow the student as he go.ee from grade to grade,
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building. to building, and from. grade school-to junior high
school and high s,chool. •
Principal G·. evidently had the idea that at the end of

the. elementary school and at- the end of the junior high
seho.ol, new copie.s had to be -made and. the. o.ld. cards left to

.collect and fill space while Principal H•s idea seemed to
coincide with ..th.e ide.a. express-ed· in the National Educational

Association Bulletin (~ : 246)
Bearly every i.te:m, nearly every ca.rd, and nearly every

arrangement was. oritic.iaed .by.. someone; b.ut nea.rly every item,

every card, and nearly every arra.ngement was praised by some.
Some of the suggestions

has already

be~n

done.

re.e~;.force

the importance of what

As to the form, for instance, some

of the critics pointed out. that with ·.the large folder,

eupplementa.ry re.cords and temporary. mat.eria.l could be
handily harbor.e.d .. within. the folder unt.il they. were needed.

If the folder were smal.ler, such .things as the. profile page.

ot achievement

tests. could not. be fit.ted within, and

separate space and. labeling would thus be·. ·nece-ssary.

Facts

tor the ·cumulative record oou1d be a.coumulated. there until
an opportunity comes for making the ne.oessary summaries and
recordings on the personnel card•
The outcome shows the general.

need

of cumulative

record· study and a-need·for uniformity and standardization
r.elat·ive to records. and their. uees.

It also shows
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the importance of definiteness and clearness -of explanations.
The writer has- tried to profit by these fi-nd-i.ngs ·in prepar-

ing the divisions of this thesis concer-ned with methods of
collecting data, and instruction. sheets, and final record

cards.
The final card resulting from criticisms and personal
studies may be found en page 10'2
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DISCUSSION AND JUSTIFICATION OF CARD

.Home
and Health History Card Xtems
. '
--Op. this card we. find t11e· following: items: (1) parents
or guardian., (2) health of parents, (3) religion, (4) date

ot death, (5) parent's birth place, (6) nationality. {'1)

OCCU.it

pation of parents (8) addresses and t.elephone, ·(·9) langU.age
spoken in home, (10) domestic break. or· s~:para.t.ion date,

(11) data relative to other children in family, (12) economic
status of ramily (13) attitude of parents·toward school,
(14) types of control over child. and (15) r~lation between
pup.ii and parents. The following items ·Pertain. to the child

directly: (16) general health. (l?) physical development.
(18) de-fects and treatment, (19) prolonged absence (cause or),

duration, and time, (20) vaccination or inoculation, tests
made• and the results.

Items 1, 5,

an~

S are important in identifying the

child and in·helpingthe investigator to make contacts.
Items 1, 4, 5. and 10 are· further important in affording

some indication of whether the . p.upil has.normai parental
companionships and assistance in mak.i.ng the many adjust-

ments. especially du.ring adolescenee •

!fbe· difficulties of

adjustment are sometimes accentuated by conflicts between
the child and his foster parents.

This makes the problem of

youth even more perplexing. (22 : 241)

Item 2, parent's
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health, also gives some indications of environment.

This

health knowledge may give a sympathetic attitud.e that results
in friendly wholesome understandi-ngs. between pupil and
teacher and parent and teacher.
x·tem 3 • religion, may account for . either

noble or

narrow attitudes, and .a knowledge of parental beliefs gives
one a better opportunity to select appeals and interests
that can be capitalized upon in teaching and guidance.
Certain positions are open only to people belonging

to a specific church.

~his

fact neces-sitates the use of

spac.e· for r.ecording religion.

The value of knowing item 9. the

la~age

spoken in

t;ne home, item 6, nationality, is that these indicate the
extent of opportunity the pupil. has for adapting to American
customs.

These things also explain students' difficulties

in mastering English, eapecially in the lower grades.

(22 : 43)

Nationalit~

also has a general effect upon

scholarship and length_of stay in school.

Koos found that

the Canadians (other than the French Canadians) remained
to finish high school.

The Portuguese ranked lowest, with

•05 per cent. (23 : 136)

Another reason.why nationality ie

important is that in vocations certain discriminations are

made against certain ethnic groups.
made aware of this fact, so that

~hese

people should be

they can change their

plane to make-the best adjustments.
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.I

Item 7, the occupations of parents, are important
because

they

are indicative of the occupational background

of the stud-eat, wh-d.ch, according to Kiss Parrin. has a

strong influence upon the child's future selection of an
occupation.

She

in~estigated

in the English _Directory

1550 pairs of fathers and sons

~_liational

equal number in Who • s .1m2..• _She found

_ Biosraph:y, and an
tha~

whether she took

--

the near.-present or a long_ period- of the past, .. the environ-

mental. influences .that induced. men to-follow the father's
occupation remained fairly constant.

~e

coef-ficient of

contingency between.the occupation of.father and occupation

of son _in-the--Di.r.e.ctory: of.Bational_Biograph:r_was +.76, and
in. Who's .1!!2.,1 • • 75.

She says, "Therefore w_e_ may say

that in the choice of a profession, inherited taste counts
for two thirds and environment counts for about one third.
(30 : 316)

E. B. Woods states that "Ability receives its reward
only when it is presented with the

opp~rtunity

of a fairly

favorable environment, i te peculiar indeepensibl·e sort. of'
en~ironment.

Naval commanders are not likely to. be

developed in the Trasvall, nor literary_men and artists in
th.e so.ft coal fields of western Pennsylvania.

For ten men

who succeed as inventors, investigators, or diplomats, there
may be and probably are in some communities. fifty more who

would succeed better under the same

circumstances.~(80:358)

The vocational guidance director should not assume
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that because of this existing tendency, the child should

always follow his parents occupation, but he should recognize
the influence of the social environment, upon the student.
Occupational information ie further valuable because
it indicates, to a certain degree, the student's social

advantages, economic status, and cultuzal background.

The

employment of ·the mother outside of home might reveal the
fact that parental supervision would not be noriral.

Know-

. ledge of these things would affect the guidance and treatment

the student would receive in school a:s to subjects, clubs,·
amusements, and activities.
Counts claims that the occupational group fromwhich
the individual comes is indicative of his probabilities of
continuing through school.

He studied the parents of the

school children from four cities relative to their occupations.
Re determined the number of children in high school from

each occupational group of every thousand males over fortyfive years of age engaged in that occupation.

The numbers

varied greatly among the occupational groups, sixty for
professiol~l

service, three hundred forty-one for trades,

and two hundred and forty-five for commercial service.

In

contrast, there were seventeen for common labor, fifty for
personal service, one hundred forty-five for building trades,
and one hundred fifty-seven for transportation service.
(11 :
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In regard to items 11, other children in the family,
it is important to know the number of children, since the
younger Children often have educational opportunities that
are not open to the older•

It is important also to know

whether the older children are working, or whether they are
dependent upon the parent, since this will affect the
opportunity of the child in question.

This will be

especially true if the older dependents are married.
Knowledge of item 12, economic status of families,
whether well to do, comfortable, poor, on relief, or desti·

tute, will aid the advisor in guidance.

As·was indicated

under the consideration of occupations, economic status is
correlated to some extent with general intelligence, interests,
experience, and is indicative of general background, and of
probable opportunities of the child for schooling.
Item 13, attitudes of parents towards school and
plans of parents for students, is an important thing to be
known.

Whether the parent sees no purpose in school, is

indifferent, resents interference, has grievances towards
school, is appr.eciati ve, or is cooperative is kno\vledge
that

m~

determine the difference between right and wrong

procedure in dealing with parents and children.

Required

treatment of a child whose parents are appreciative and
cooperative ie far different from treatment of the child
whose parents aee no purpose or are indifferent.

In the
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first instance, the child can expect financial backing and
encouragement needed for his plans, while in the latter case,
othe~

arrangements for hie schooling may need to be made.

The child's attitudes and efforts will have to be modified.
The plans of parents should be considered ·if the
program of guidance in the school is to get·

max~resulta.

Guidance offered by the school should supplement and not
replace the guidance by parents.

Parents are more vitally

concerned than any one else.
Kefauver says, •Acquaintance with the plans of
par~nts

helps to define the influences that affect the think-

ing of the student; also it helps define the problems of
changing the plans of students if these should not be in
harmony with their capacities and interests.• (22 : 249)
Parents are sometimes in error in their plans.

In

thiB case the program of guidapce should reach the parents
and, through the gathered facts, lead them to recognize the
error.

Kefauver says, "'The school can a.t least interpret to

the parents the factors that should be considered in formulating an educational and vocational program.

It can point out

the conflicts between the parents' plans for the student and
succees and interests manifested to date by him in· and out ·
of school.

It can help the parent comprehend changing

conditions in occupations.

By

these means the cooperation

of the parents will often displace the antagonism arising
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when judgments of counselors conflict with preferences of
parents.• (22 : 249)
Knowledge of item 14, types of control over the
child, and item 15, relationships

~etween

parent and child,

ie beneficial in helping those concerned to understand his

reactions.

Knowing whether the parent uses corporal

punishment, restraint, deprivation; whether he scolds,bribes,
or usee some other type of control is valuable information
to the advisor.

This knowledge gives cues as to the

appropriate treatments to use in gaining desired responses.
Knowing whether the mel:Stions between pupil and
parent are mutually agreeable, mutually antagonistic, whether
.

.

.•
the parent dom1natee
the child, or whether the child is out

of parental control also aids the advisor in understanding
the child and in dealing with parente_and children.

With

all this information concerning home surroundings and home

influences, the advisor should be able to make wiser
decisions relative to the child's needs; and he should be
more tactful in his approaches to parents and students.
In the physical and health divisions of the Social
and Health Kistor.y Card, space-has been provided{items 16"20)
for general health, physical development, defects, family
illness, and vaccinations.

~eachers

and directors should

know the conditiQns relative to these items in order that
requirements may be in proper keeping with the child's
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physical condition.

Special individual helps and attentions

are sometimes needed to help the student adjust when he has
been absent becau.se of defects.

Students with eye and ear

defects need to be placed in po.eitions more favorable to the

learning process.
According to a study reported in

~School

Review

for June, 1922. physical defects were a frequent cause of
student failure. (73 : 43)

Mac Fail's study of 324 failing

students in Dichigan schools substantiates the above conclusion. (2? : 78) Many of these failures, the-writer

believes,. could have been prevented by a little care and some
cooperative adjustments on the part of teachers.
Administrators need student health knowledge as an
aid where homogeneous grouping. is practiced.

Without this

knowledge, a student may be placed with a group where
competition ie so keen

~a

to endanger his health.

The record enables those in ccharg.e, to keep up the

Child's immunity, to disease and to protect society by·

deter.mining tbe proper time for vaecinatione

Reports and

re.commendations to parents can also be- more wisely made if
there is a reminder of the child's physical needs on record.

Summa;y.

The items pertaining to home conditions

contain knowledge that may be very w..luable in guidance and

instruction.

These data will indicate whether a child has

nor:mal parental companionship and aeeiatanoe and will
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indicate what conflicts interfere with proper adjustment.
A study of the items under this heading will give a
better understanding of the child's attitudes, interests,
and experiences.

This study should help one estinmte the

educational opportunities a child may have in the future and
the adversities he is having to face at the present time.
It should indicate the parental backing, encouragement. and
support the child may expect.
By
. . knowing the parents' plans and attitudes, the

director can supplement parent guidance and thus avoid many
conflicts damaging to student progress.

The advisor who

helps parents comprehend changing conditions, requirements.
possibilities~

and needs can often replace antagonism with

cooperation.
A knowledge of the child's health condition and

development may serve as a protection to the child's
physical status and educational well being.

A child can be

guided toward a vocation compatible to his health.
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Vocational Card
Information on the vocational card is classified under
the following items: (1) preparing for what school? (2)
preparing for what vocation? (3) special interests and
talents, (4) Outside employment experience, (5) school
activities.

Why should those responsible for guidance and
instruction be concerned with a mere child's decision
relativ~ to school and vocation?

In regard1 to this

question, Koos says that the shifts or modifications which
a child makes in his plans may often have more significance
than the plan which he had in mind at the time of the conference.

usuch records of plans, interests, success, and

failures show the progress of the individual in planning
and in effecting successful adjustments.• (22

~

431)

The

record gives an idea of how long he has held his plan and
whether his shifts in occupational planning are higher or
lower levels.

This item is further important in that it

stimulates students to plan and consider their choices, and

it gives those responsible for guidance a longer time and
opportunity to correct unsuitable ambitions.
The process of correcting these unsuitable ambitions
must begin early if any change is to be effective.

In

an

investigation made by VanDenburg at New York City, it was
found that 53 per cent of the students felt that high school
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was not essential to the realization of their ·plans.

This

study showed that 48 per cent of these same students expressed themselves as having no intention of finishing school.
Of this group, 88 per cent had left school at the end of the
second yea.r, while of those who expected to remain in
school, only 43 per cent

Regarding this, Van Den-

dropped~

burg concludes that •the boy who expects to complete the
course has four times as long a high school career ae the
boy who does not expect to finish,

&ld

the girl who expects

to finish has about five times as long. a stay as the girl
who does not intend to g.raduate. • (4:0 : 109.)

While this

tendency_ mig4t vary from place to place and time to time,

still the factors concerned will probably continue to
operate. An attempt should be made to correct the conditions
that cause the -student to, consider it ne.cessary for him to
leave school, and, if after due discussion. and deliberation,
the student still plans not to complete high school, he
should be led to consider and. select courses moet appropriate for him during his limited stay.
Much of what ·has been said concerning _ students intend-

ing to finish high school also would apply. to .those planning
to attend a higher inetituti.on.

Since le.ss than one third

of those entering high school ever enroll in a higher
institution, and since the value of subject requirements
for college entrance is often doubtful when compared with
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other subjects. the intentions of student.s should be known
early, so. that. wise adjustments can be made.

:Besides

inducing students to change subjects it may be necessary to
inflate th.e ambitions of some and deflate ambitions of others.
Koos says,

~he

recording of educational plans of

students stimulates them to do some serious thinking about
their future program of work.

lt makes poss.ible relating

the detail decisions and choices made from t.ime to time to
long:time plans.

It also encourages a scrutiny andre-

vision of the plans in terms of the· capaeitie·s and interests
of stud.ents. • · (22 : 201)

Closely re·.lated to educati:ona.l plans is item 2,
·vocational plans, since vo.cationa1 plans. usually predetermine
educati.onal . plans.

Hall studied the cae.es of 231 students

who planned to leave high scho-ol· early.. He.. found that only
7 per cent. o.f -those students were planning .. on. a vocation

that required more school and "that more than 80 per cent •.•
had occupational ambitions that. were. no.t. incompatible with

their school plans.• {5'- : 15)
Even if the compatibility between s.ohool and vocation

were 100 per. cent perfect, knowledge of the. vocational
choices would st.ill be important. in guid.ance...

There would

still be a need of checking to. see whether. the pupil's .
choice is commensurate with hi·e a·bilities and.whether the
schooling he doee get is the type that beat equips him for
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that choice.

Ther.e would also be a need for knowing

h~s

choice in order..that he might be advised to elect a vocation

not already overcrowded.
Like educational plans, the vocational decisions
should be made early. Crathorne's comparison, of vocational
choices made by 2,669 students at the·time of entrance to
high school and entrance to college indicate ·that the high
sChool period sees many students make or readjust vocational
plans.

In this study it was found that 33 per cent had

made vocational plans whil.e . in high. school.
cent changed their minds during this. period.
high school, 57 per
decisions.

cen~

Only· 5. 7 per
Upon entering

had already made vocational

This brought the percentage up to 84 per·:: cent

with plans by the time they were ready to enter college.
Early decisions seemed. to be impor.tant, as nearly

two thir.de of those who lacked.. definite plans as they
entered college were als,o. wi.thout cho.ices when they entered
high school.

Of those who had mad.e. choicee before entering

high school, 37.9 per cent still had the identical

vocational choices. in college, 40 per cent had shifted to
different vocat.ional plans, 12.1 per cent had made slight
changes, and only 10 per cen.t had bee.ome undecided during

high school. (11 : 274)
Item 3. knowing the interests of a student, aids the
instructor in rn.otivating his work..

Other uses have been
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rep(f.)rted by various investigators.

Thorndike contends that

this knowledge of interests has gui·dance va.lue., since

interests act as indicators of capa-city. <He states that "A

person's relative interests are an extraordinarily accurate
Sl'IIlptom of hie relative c·apacitiee. • (40 : 394)
This contention quite
gation.

ag~ees

with Power•s investi-

He found that .c.olleg.e. prepa-rat-ory su bj ·ect s draw

students with. highest· mental test: ratings.

Students of

mathematics and Latin ranked high i.n intel.ligence test ratings,
whereas domestic and commercial stud.ents. ran-k.ed ·near the

bottom.

J40re than three fourths of the. stud.ents in the first

·two· s.ubj.eets were from the. top fourth of int.elligence tests
sco·re·s, whi.le., over ha.lf of. those in. the. ap.plied subjects
eame from. the· lowest. fourth .in .inte.llig_.enc-e. ( 65 : 452-455)
Thorndike.

~as

also

inves~igated

interest in school eubjeets.

the permanence of

·Concerning .thie, he concludes

that "A per.son' s interests in the -lat.e. elementary school
period resemble.; -.in.: their: ·ord.er-. and rela.t-ive ·strength,
constitut·ion. ·Of interest which he will have eight years
lat•3r . to the extent of

(40 : 391)

six~tenth:s.

of ·perfect r-esemblance.

It wou1d seem from a ·study made by Adams that

permanence :of inter.eet would depend_ much-. upon whether the
student has .be.en properly· guided.
-that the strongest reason given

fo~

In his study he found
student•s ·interests in

studies was the. value of the subject i'n- li.fe •. (4 4 : 425)
1
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Koos. summarizes the value. of· knowing: :the interests of
students for gu.idances pu;rpose.s as " ( 1) Lack of interests
may

explain~c

the:. failure. o·f etude.nts t.o app1y;

themselv~s

ade.quate.ly to do .work. on a- level· commen-eurate.. with their

capa.oi.ties. (2) Extreme dislike:·o.f tlle·.work -.of ·the course
may ·lead. to emotional .. d.isturbances. th.at are. extremely

undesirable.• (3.) The ·int.ere·sts ·of -st.ud.ents .in.. subjects may

·be. some what suggestive· of the -.interes.t. they would have inadvanced studies in· the. same· f.ields .• (-4) These interests

· may also. b.e

eugg~s tive.

of_ -interests. in: the :voeat ions with

which. the subjec.ts are closely relat·e·d•

.Such relationships

with· v·o.catio.ns. should be caut.iously con.e.idered, and further
exploratory contacts· should. be. provid.ed ..as. a check on _the

suggestiGn. furni.sh.ed. .by the. subj_ec.t inter.ests •" (:a2 : 241)
In speaking. of the impo.rtance. of ad·justing to interests

as well as to, ab.ili.ty, Scott says- that· "the experienced
employment manag.er .is .. beginning. to. recogpiz.e :that as· a man's
interes.ts are", ... s-o la-rgely. is. he., and.. that., i-nterests are a
factor which we. must co.n.s.ider ,to th.e best. of our limited
ability if we are ·to creat:e. eff'i.ctive worker-in his work

units in our i.ndu.st:rial and .comm.ericial org.anizations. •

The

results of maladjustment between worker .and his work are
. abvious.

•The work· will be done. indiffer.ently.
--

and quality will be low.

~here

Output

-will be ineffic·iency due,

not to inability, but to inertia ••• Such maladjustment will
bear its fruits in dis.satisfaction as well as in inefficiency!'
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Knowledge of

ite~

4, the etudent•s employment

experience, gives a background of inf.ormation that ia needed
for both instruction and guidance.

lt offers a point of

contact and s.uggests means of motivation.

Employment also

gives explor.at.ory or ·t:ryout experiences. that o·ften disclose

special interests and abilities or special dislikes that are

important finds in gu.idance.

This .vocational experience

often contr.ibutes eduoat.ional training. that is of enough
value that school courses duplicating this. information
should be avoided in fav.or of other courses that contribute

toward the s.tudent. 's major goal.

In cases where this voca.tiona.l experience is in keeping with t}le s.tudent•s abilities, interests, and opportunities,
he should not be di.rected. away from this vocati-on, but his

guidance should be. such as to supple.ment h.is training, to

give him the optimum of development.

The advisor who knows

a student •a voc.ational exp.el.. iences_ may be able to help his
charge seeur. e employmen.t.

This a.id may be an important

means of helping a needjt student to continue in school.
MUch of what has been said about.the value of knowing. the occupa.t.ional exper.ience might also apply to item 5,

knowledge of extra-curricular. ao.tivity.

This knowledge aids

one to understand and appreciate the pupil's viewpoint, and

it also gives an insight into the pupil's
experience.

training and
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Kitson says that many of the.s.e acti.vit-iee have
explor~ tory

va lu.e. e inee they. pr.ovide . eon tact s. · significant

for gaining an understanding_ and appreciation of certain
occupations.

They also are valuab.le in exploring interests,

in working with people· and in trying out capacities for
social leade.rship. ( es

:

35'1-61)

Kefauver. aays that

8

student a who are able t.o rally· the .support of, ·large numbers
of students and to manifes.t effec.ti.ve leadership in student
activities hav.e evidence of the po.sseeeion

or

types of

abilities peculiarly important to certain .lines of w. ork. 11
(22 : 2'13)

Besides furnishing acquaintance with the etuient,

knowledge of extra-curricular activities gives cues for
further guidance in this respect.

Counts obtained judgments

of the r.elative values of training in .regular. courses and in
extra-curricular act.ivities. f'r.om successful men in various
vocations.

All school administrators contacted, 85 per cent

of business men. 75 per cent of the members o.f a labor

organization. 18 per cent of ministe:r;s, 64 per cent of the
members of a service club agreed that as much development
come.s ·from extra-curricular activities- as from work in the

classroom. (22 : 275)
Swanson's study indicates that the values received
from this extra-curricular ac.ti.vity are not purchased at the

expense of reduced scholarship when excess. indulgence in
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such activities ie not the practice.

In hie study of the

high schools of Kansas-City, he found. that. extra-curricular
activities d-id not reduce .sch.o:la.rship except in oases where
stud. enta ... b.elG·ng-ed. to. four organi.zations-, · held at least one
important. office, and were· in athletics. (76 : 6-13-626)

Recorded knowledge. relative-t-o student's extra.-curricular
activities ·gives adv.isors an indication of. whether guidance
should be for. more or less activity.·· It also indicates kinds
of a.ctivities needed.
Summary ...... ~ix;u~te a student's interests and plans are

about. the· mos.t dynamic driving forces he. has, guidance and
instru.etion. should make use of these. for.cea•

The items on

the vocat.ional card provid.e... a background o·f. i-nformation
relative. to· interest£, abilities 1 expe.rie·n.eea. and plans
essential to. gu.idance an-d. instruc.tions. . ~his knowledge

furnishes cues for. mot.ivation. and . . helps prevent· the dulling
of in.teres.t wh.ich, oft,ell resu.J.ts in -fa.i.lure. and-· emotional
disturbances.

It also aids one t.o understand. ·and appreciate

pupils' viewpoints.

With this information. the counselor

would. be able. to. give ·more adequate a_dvise relative
kind. o.f activi.ty· and schooling the . chil.d needs.

to

the
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~raits

P-.ersonal

pnd Personal Bfticitney

!he items on this .card are ae follows:· (1) attitude

toward self, (2) social a~titude and social inte1ligence~
,

I

•

(3) work habits, (4·) breadt:t;i of interests, (5) leadership

and iaitiative, (6) dependability, (7) cooperation, and
(8) personal -.ppearence ~d appeal•

atti~ude

Under item 1,

toward self, record is. made as

to whether the party in question is reserved, seclusive,
moo~y;

emotionally Unstable;

submissive, or too self-assertive,

I

is phlegmatic, self-contrflled, or stable.

Under item 2• social attitude and social intelligence.
record is made as to whether the person is effective in
group work--whether he tafes social responsibility, whether

a non conformer or a confor.mer.
Under item

~.

work habits, will be recorded the

answer to the questions: Are ordinary incentives sufficient·
I

to arouse the individua1 ~o proper activity?

Is he independ-

1

•

ent and

selt~reliant?

additional work?

I

I.s he conscientious, eage.r for

Is he t}le reverse of theset

Under item 4, brea~th of interest, will be answered
the following question.e:
or mechanical things?

I

Does he like fine arts, scientific

Is he interested in bookish or academic

work, or does he enjoy physical and manual work?
Under item 5, leadership and initiative, will be

recorded whether or not the child is sought by others, avoided
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by others. Has he originality, and does he go ahead without

having to be told and directed?
Under item 6,

d~pendability

and loyalty, will be

recorded the data that answers the following questions:
Does he see the job through, or is he a •quitter* when things
Does he keep his promises, and is he prompt?

are hard?

Does he stand behind authority, or is he a •back biting•

fault finder?

It he finds fault, does he go to the one in

authority?
Item 7, cooperation, tells how the child fits in with
others.

Can he work with others effectively when he ie not

the· one in oharge7

Can he •give and take• when necessary

without causing fric.tion?

Is he w.illing to sacrifice

personal interests for the good of the whole group?
Under item 8, personal appearance and appeal, will
be recorded the answers to the following questions:

individual neat in hie habits!

Are his

physic~l

Is this

features and

expressions pleasing or so decidedly displeasing as to
detract fromhis effectiveness in certain occupations?
Since a modification of any one of the above traits

of character modifies the usefulness of an individual for
certain occupations, and since most of these eight items are

modifiable, it ie important to work against defects and
cultivate and stimulate desirable tendencies.

The earlier

the training needs are discovered and conscious effort is

exerted toward desired ends, the better are the. chances of
correction. The younger student is more euscept.ible to

modification and the early discovery of hie defect.s allows
the advisor more time for correction. (42 : 298) Records

of

the eight items enumerated show whether the methods used to
develop these traits ar.e effective or whether a change is
needed.

In cases of students who are unable to respond or
who do not respond to training, there would still be need for
knowing their limitations in order that they-might be guided

into vocations in which a particular defeet of character or
personality will not stand in .the way: .of success.
A. person whose at.titude toward. self _is such that he

is reserved, timid, and submissive might become a fair
mechanic or book I:teeper, whereas he would fail-ae a salesman.

other things being equal, a person whose social_ at. titude and
social. intelligence ·a-use ·him to 'De a non-conformer or to

shirk social responsibil.itiee might be an effective drafts-

man, whereas he would utterly fail as a statesman.

While

proper work habits . are an asset to any vocation, people

who

are quite independent and self-reliant might be competent
foremen, whereas an unaggressive workman might be fairly
successful under supervision.

One whose interests are

narrowed to physical and mechanical work might become a
splendid mechanic, engineer or inventor, but he would fail
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as a. college president because he lacks the. necessary
breadth of interest.

itore -le_adershi;e~ . ~ initiative ie

required. for a successful high•school principal than is
required for an accountant.

& high degr.ee-- of· depenlability

and loyalty is needed.in all vocations, b.ut a higher degree

is needed in some than

in-others·~

In this respect, we

would be more concerned about a-man holding public office
than we would about an arti-st.

C-ooperation is of greater

necessity for statesman than it is for a dentist.

We are

more ·concerned about per:sonal appearance in the case of a
teacher thanwe are in the ease of a plumber.

Summary; Knowledge of personality traits, attitudes,
and habits should b.e known in order that appropriate correct•

ive and preventive treatment can be applied.

Efforts spent

in removing defects are more fru.itful if begun early, and
more time is afforded for transitions if records are kept.
If personality traits are known.the- student can either be
modified to meet the requirements of the vocation for which
he is preparing_ or else he can b-e. directed to the kind of
vocation best suited to his nature.
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Conference Card

The items on the conference card are rather indefinite.

Important attitudes, remarks, comments, and decisions

not provided for on other eards are recorded here.

The

·results of a private conference are record.ed, unless

extremely personal matters are

uncovered~

ln this case, the

card should list the date of the conference.s and the

official source of the information.
As the conference card data are necessarily indefin-

ite. one finds it difficult to discuss the uses of any
particular item.

In order to meet this situation the writer

has selected examples from various authors and finally has
introduced several hypothetical cases.
student is doing

to~much

outside work.

It may be that the
Knowledge of the

home duties and activities of the child is important in that
it helps explain student

at.~itudea,

successes. and failures.

Whipple's study.of three hundred and twenty-four

student failures indicates that eighty-nine fai-led because
of insufficient sleep. (27 : 481)

According to Kooa,

•Flagging interest -and absence. of phy_sical vigor may now
and .then. be explained by.too little sleep and long hours of

exausting labor outside-of school.

Xhowledge of tmse

responsibilities is often not uncovered unless theymve been
systematically recorded.

Adjusti·ng the student's program ia

school or informing parents o.f the effect of the excessive

S6

load will often transform a failing_ and

~appy

student into

one contented with a program. of successful activity.•
(22 ~ 248)

Sometimes more w9rk would be advantageous to the child.
It may provid-e responsibility that is valuabl.e, or it may

furnish a break in routine that would have.wholesome results.
It may often take the child away. from harmfu.l inf·luences and
injUrious activities.
Knowledge of associates, whether pool hall gang,
older students, younger students, relationa.with opposite sex,
etc. gives cues that guidance directors need. .Stewart and
Strang say. t.hat a record o.f the child's out of school
activities are valuable in the following_way.s: It gives
insight into ·"ways in which the. school. may supplement

inadequacies in. the· out of school environment, n

It suggests

•information, attitudes, and habits which the school should
stress in particular local s.ituations • 11
concr.et~

It furnishes •A

basis for the guidance_ of indi.vidual. pupils."

It provides "more .ade.quate standards for the>daily distribution of time than are

a~

present available.n(,5 : 31-45)

One hypothetical case which suggests the. use of a
confer.ence card is that of the student who is failing to

function in John Jones• class because-he believes that John
Jones was unfair in. some personal dealings he ha·d with the

family, and the student carries a -feeling of resentment

5'7

against this instructor.

made to

g~t

Some adj.ustment will need to be

the pupil to function properly again, and the

child's remarks serve as material for the .administrator or

teacher to begin work .on.

Another case reveals a student who feels discouraged
about school and

ab~ut-.life

in

g~neral.

This is an important

find, and proper diag·nosis and._ treatment might save such a
pupil tram dis Erstmus -~ results •. By. proper.

hedging the aQvisor

may succeed in

eno.ou~gement

transfo~ing.

and

this

despondent pessimdst into a happy and successful student.
ScholarShip Card
!he administrat-ion of schoo.ls. requires. a record of
the

wor~ ~_Qcomplished

oy s.tudents.

'l'his record is som.etimes

used purely for administrative and instruc.tional purposes,
but according to Koos it may also be effectively used f.or
guidance purposes. (22 : 256 & 27?)

Despite. the inadequacie.s of u.arks and t.he impressive
evidences discrediting teachers: ma-rks.; the above writerf;

be11eves that.they still represent one of th.e most important
bases for predicting future achi-evement.. . Elementary school

grades indicat.e high. s.chool success,. h.igh school. marks

indicate college success, and. college. and. high school marks
are valuable in predicting_ occupational success. (22 ; 264)
In his study, Boss found a eorrela.tion of +

.so.

between an average of all marks received in. the elementary
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school and m.arke made in the fret::hmen hia;h school y.ear.
(59 : 15·22)

a

Kelley f'ound a correlation of + • ?8!.> bet-u:Jee~

of all eletuentary

cemlJO~ite

~rke

with the av€rag,::: umx•ke

received. in the first year at bi[;!'l .taohool.

(88. : 116) Miles

obtained a oorrela\ion of •· ;71 between the compoa it,e of

a~l

marke received during elementary yeare and a compoEite of
al:t the high ec..l?.oo·l grad·es. (61 : 43b)

Symonds has reviewed

the studies of 19 resear·eh workers; in the field of gra.de
col<relat.ion.

His rev·iew and resulting compoeite

indicated a ·correlation of

4·

~mdy

.,40 between high school and

college· Bradee.. The distributiotw of coefficientiEl ranged.

between -tr .15 and

.a ., ?4. with a

median of

4

.60 a.nd a mea:n

Odell concludes from his study -"that in the oa.ee.

or •· .46.

ot almof:t every freshmen eubjeot, the correlatioa

betwe~.:·n

coureee of the eaUle type- with s.gme one high echool Sl bjeot

or· group of subjects ie hie;her than with the high echool

average .. ~-- 11 (63 : 32)·
Dexter, Foeter·, and Gambrill made f£tudies -of relation•

ships between high seb.o·ol and college succeee az.1a vocational

aucce£s..

De:;tter

~tudied

the graduates of tv1euty-two

colleges with reference to their euccee::z in li.te.

lie

a-ccepted mentio.11 in ViiJlO 'a ·tH1o as evidence of vocatio·.n.a.l

euccer;s and

ntembel~ehilJ

iu i'hi Beta Kappn as

indicati'v~

colle,.:;e euccess.

In perceutag:e:. ther(; 1.vae over

·one half timee aE

m~:tlY

t~;c>

of

una

Phi Beta Kap:f!O tnembere ih 'f:Jho t1il

~~~he
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as there were among other graduates.

In considering the

vooati ona1 success of a class, he found. that the first
tenth of the class had 5.4 per cent .in Who's Who, the second

tenth 2.9 per cent, and the last. half only 1.9 per cent.
(4-9 : 429-35)

Foster made a similar. study, but instead of

accepting Who'e Who measure, he had a jury ot four men
decide success.

The. me.n who were successful,accordit1g to

his jury, had re.ceived about

~hr.ee.

and. one half times· as

many of the higher-mark~ as had a- random group• (14 : 200-232)
Where income was accepted as the measure of suoe.es s, Gambrill
found varia.tions from a negative ..corre.lation of .26 to a
positive correlation of .62.

rhe, negative was in medicine

and the highea.t po.sitive was in busi.ness.-- Law .and teaching

were next highes.t, and engineer.ing .was -next to the lowest.
Seven showed -positive correlations a.nd two ehowed negative.
( :8.5: : 34)

In a similar study by_Gifford concerning 3,806 men
employed by the American

!~legraph

and Telephone Company,

indications are that the longer the period of employment the
more. pot.ent are the .effects of high scho.larship on income.
After thirty years

t~-~

median . salary of. the first tenth in

scholarship was 155 per cent, in contrast with 100 per cent
for th.e entir-e g-roup.

The rating for the lowest third in

scholar.ship. was 79 per

ce~t.

Of the highest .tenth in

scholar.ship, 1? per cent were among. the highest tenth in
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ealary 1 • Of the lowest third in scholarship, only 4.5 per

cent are among ~he highe~t tenth in.salar,y. (54!

671)

t

Bennett stud.ied the success of 232 bo.ys who went out

fr.om the secondary schools of Rochester, .-ilew York•

Hie

conclusion· was that •the pupils who. w.ere poor· s-tudents in
school have been mo.re. or les.s failures in .industry in every

case studie.d.•. (48
: 38'7)
,.J

Besides aiding. the

_advise~

to predict sueeess in

g·eneral, the records of subjects and- grades will help him

.guide the. pupil into suitable vocat.ions.

to

Scholarship

information will also have guidance value in showing how
wel~ balanc.ed .the-. stu.dent~s. ba:okg~_ound, . i.e•

It will indicate

where that backg_round .is weak and. where: strong and show what
additional training- is necessary ·to. prepare. th-e._. child
prope.rly for his life work.

Besides containing space .fe.r the listing. of subjects

and the recording of.- .marks., the .s.eholarship. card

provide~

for

the · record-ing~ of at t.endance.- It would be very -..inaccurate to
predict the future of a .. s.tu.den.t. on ..the . basis of. grades made
if he were in attendance: o.nly; 50 per. cent of the .. time and

we. faile.d to. take· into account th.ese~ absences·.~ Absences
an.d. attendance .r,eeords revea-l- much abo.ut .. the foundation a
student_ has. in any· subject; hence· they are. indicative of

educational needs..

High ab.eentee .record.s may

b-e

symptomatic

of maladjustments. and may point out the need, for a study of
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causes in or·der that corrections may. take place.

Proctor

stu·died the oases. of two groups: of children with. equal
intelligence quot.ients--in regard to their· out-and-in recorda
and. their ·fai.lure· r.ecord.s. :. A ·summ.ary_ of his-findings

recorded in

percentag~s

is a.s fol.lows:

OUt at Work· OUt by transfer Failed 1 Sub.
Group one
4•5 ·
9.1
18.2
Group two
12.1
13.1
30.8

Failed 2
Ot.O

10.3

!here wer.e. nearly thr.ee · time.s. as -many out at wor.k from group

two as from group one. and ....mo.r.e than: .tw.ice a.s many subject
failure-s.
while

In this case group. o.ne .was re.ceiv.ing gu-idance

g~_QUP __:two. was

not •. (65 : 251)

Ob'f.iously,. then, the

att·endanee. record not only shows the .. ne.ed. of guidance, but it
also indicates the· effectiveness. of. guidance- already given.

Summar:v. The, record of a.

student-~s

·s.oholarship is one

of _the most important of cr.iteria. for predicting. future
eucoes.s, no.t-

on~y

in

~.chool

records ·of· subjects and

bu.t in the< .occupations •

g~de:a

The

.alsoo aid the advis.o·r to point

out suitable vocations, since. they indica.te. parti.cular lines

ot

study which may lead to su.c.c.esa •. J'urth.el;1Jlore., these

records show: where the s:tude.nt · is. lacking in background and
whe.re he is strong.; ·and from .this the -addi:t-ional.:·training

necessary can be determined.
T'he attendanc.e. record .is valuable·.
it i.s a measure of s:cholarahip•

~n,·that.,

to an extent,

It also gives evidence of

atud.ent adju.stment· and- o·ften -suggests needed . gui.dance.
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Test and Measurement Card
The items recorded on

thia-~card ..

consist of the

following: {1) scholastic aptitude. rating,- (2) general
intelligence, (3) special aptitude, (4) vocational interest,

(5) achievement rating, and (6) per.sona.lity, character, and
social adjustment ratings.
Item 1, scholastic aptitude, means the teacher's

judgment of the child's ability to do academic work• Since
the teacher's judgment- often does not ooin.c.ide

wi~h

the

intelligence· score, some are inc.lined· to discredit the use

ot

this record.

However, there is ab.undant evidence

indicating that this distrust should not be too- great.

When

used with other. tests and. pers.onal d.ata, acc.ording to
SYtr1onds, it a.dds reliability to predictions. ( 36 : 403)

Thi'ls it becomes. a very valuable to.ol .for. guidance.

A student with a

go~d

scholastic aptitude rating will

be regarded as having. a. rea.so.nable high int.elligence quotient

or else of being industrious and interested.

A student

ranking low i·n aptitude rating may- be suspected .o.f being
dull or indolent or disintere-sted or. unchallenged or bashful
and. timid.

I f the scholastic aptitude rating. is inconsistent

with the intelligence quotient, the.need for a search for
the cause is evident.

'rhe child's behavior t-hat resulted in

the inconsistency should ·be studied and corrective ·treatment
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and guidance applied.
In this card provision is made for the teacher's
signature opposite the mark judgment.

The requirement of a

signature with a judgment tends to cause that judgm€nt to be
more critical, since responsibility is attached to a definite
individual.

Another advantage comes in follow-up work or

case study.

The individual can be contacted, and further

personal information may be obtained.
+~em

2, intelligence tests, reveal little concerning

a student•s special interests, industry, work habits,
attitudes, and character and personality traits.

Still,

when used along with an understanding of these things, the
results of these tests become tremendously important.

This

knowledge enables instructors better to suit the material to
the child's powers of comprehension.

In spe a ing of

he use

of intelligence tests for the education and training of
students low in the scales of mentality, Pintner says, "They
have enabled us . to group children of like ·mentality together.
They allow us to forecast the type of training that is
likely to be of advantage to a child according to his
intelligence level; and they prevent us from hoping for too
much

improveme~t

in individuals of limited intelligence.n

( 31 : 193) .

Unpleasant situations and pressure upon those who are
too low in mentality to meet scholastic requirements have

----------------------------------------------------------~~~~--------
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been cited by many educators as important caus.es of much
delinquency among such students.•

(22 ; 283-94)

Indications

are that failure on the part of educators to adapt training

to the needs of superior mentalities crea.tes maladjustments
that are conducive to delinquency among this
( 22 ~ 294-300)

g~oup

also.

( 31 : 209)

KnovJledge ·of intelligence aids one to de.cide
promotions and demotions in..border line cases.

According

to J?intner, •Children may often be stimulated.by promotion

or acceleratio,n, even though their school work ie none too
good, if they possess the requisite amount of int.elligence.

We have· note<i again and ag.ain .the .reports of briglt children
not working up to capacity and the reactio:n that often

occurs when they are confronted with tasks that challenge
their ability. • ( 31 ~ 259)

Proctor claims that the general intelligence test is
a valuable help in giving educational and vocational advise,
since it improve_e ones ability to predict success.

results of his survey are expressed as follows:

The

The typical

first year high school pupil has a mentality· of 105.

or four years later, at

graduatio~

time, the

graduate has an intelligence quotient

of

110.

Three

~e~ag~

Between this

time and college entrance, another elimination takes place,
so that the median intelligence quotient fo.r students
entering college is 115.

~his

means that the average student

---
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would be eliminated before becoming a college

senior.~9

:9)

In a related investigation, Proctor studied the
distribution of 955 high school students according to their
group intelligence quotients and success in high school work.
Yhoee with a high intelligence quotient showed the highe-st

perc·entage graduating from high school, and those with a
low intelligence quotient showed the lowest
graduating.

pere~ntage

In fact of ·those who.se intelligence quotients

ranged between 80 and 89, only 5 per cent graduated; while
9f those below this score, none graduated. (29 : 33)
Symonds concludes from hie review of the published
data. relative to intelligence tests that •school success

may be predicted ••• to a degree represented by a coel1cient

correlation of +.48•.(36 : 407)

Drs. Flemming of the

Horace MannSchool for girls obtained a coefficient of 4.60
for the junior high, and • .63 for senior high students.
(3_2 : 289)

Woods and Jordan agree also that intelligence

teet results are useful in predicting school success.
(41 : 68)

(21 : 3'72)

Fr.yer•s study pointe out another use for intelligence

quotient knowledge.

He eays, WWith the exception of the

decrease at the upper intelligence levels, higher intellectual ability appears to be correlated with correct vocational
Choices ••• The lower an individual is in degree of mentality,
the greater he is likely to be in error in vocational

----·-·-

...:.::=---==-==-=--=·-====--==-==~=======-:..:--==================:

--=-~---=-----·_---~
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interests.• (53 : 229)

Those low in intelligence quotient

and those extremely high will need more assistance in
making proper adjustments than those ranging from 110 to 125.
Intelligence quotient knowledge needs to be known
in order that ability ean be matched with vocational
requirement.

Burtt remarks that the person who"attempte a

job too high in the scale, will find it too exacting, and
leave either voluntary or involuntar,y.

If, on the other

hand, he starts with one that is low in the scale, he will
not find it sufficiently interesting because it does not
afford an adequate outlet for his intellectual ability, and
he will leave it for something higher.

The result ie that

he ultimately lands at about the maximum level at whioh he
can do effective-work.• (7 : 265)
Intelligence quotient knowledge is important to
those who rate schools, measure the efficiency of teachers,
and judge methode.

It would be quite inaccurate to compare

teachers or methode or schools in cases which present a wide
variation in pupil intelligence quotient even though
opportunities were otherwise tairly uniform.

Pitner says,

mre know that the quality of the pupil material must be
taken into account in measuring the efficiency of a school
or teacher or the value of a teaching method.• (31 : 260)
Because of the many important uses of intelligence
quotient tests Pintner predicts that

8

they will become an
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intergal. part of every school system and that they will be

considered as essential for tbe health, happiness, and

advancement of every child, just as a good school system now
considers as necessary, physical examinationv, adequate
physical exercise, suitable buildings.and

~uipment,

adequate-

ly trained teachers, and the like. 0 '(S·l : 258)

Besides merely providing for data needed in figuring

and recording the intelligence test score, this card
provides space for the name of the test.

The reaeon for this

is that different tests vary some in their equivalents.

A

score of 75 in one test may be equivalent to 80 in another.
(.21 : 363)

An und-erstanding of thie possibility is necessary

to one who would make predictions, especially in borderline
cases.
Item 3, special aptitudes, provides knowledge similar
in use to that mentioned under general intelligence tests.

However, these tests are necessary as an added and special
devise to detect and predict with greater accuracy special
fields in which one may achieve.

Koos points out that

individually, we are more capable in some
than in others.

excel: in art.

fo~s

of activity

Some people unable to compete in mathemat,ics
Others with little aptitude in art excel

in ma.chematics. ( 22 : 311) Some people who rank near the

median in the general intelligence tests rank high in the
Stengu-ia_l..:&techanical ...Aptitude Teste.

The Stenguiet Assembly
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Teste have a reliability of approximately • .?0, and they
have a correlation of about • 80 when compared with teacher's
marks in mechanical subjects, while the correlation with
general intelligence teste is only abo.ut • .20 to + .30
( 22: 311)

•

Other teste have been worked out for measuring

aptitude for the study of

for~ign

languages,

mathematics~

science, music, art, and commercial subjects.

Correlatio-n

studies show that these tests are highly reliable in

predicting_ success; however' failure s-eems to be predictible
with greater accuracy than success;. (32 : 99)
Item 4, vocational interest test, are important aids
in analyzing pupil interests.

It is contended by many

investigators that as supplemente.ry t·o .exploratory courses,

certain interest teste could be advantageously used to help
students find and more critically

anal~ze

their interests.

Frayer states that ttlntereets, which may be defined as the
feeling of an individual toward certain occupational

endeavors, can not be expressed toward anything so general
a.e a ty:pe of work. 8

Test blanks have been prepa-r-ed-. by

Minor, lttoore, Ream, Freyd, Cowdery, Strong. Garrets ore,
S,ymonds, and others

1~

an attempt to

obta~n

more accurate

indications of interests by comparing reactions to certain
aspects of vocational activity in a large variety of
sit~ations.

~heee

blanks seem valuable in. stimulating

students to analyze their thinking concerning occupations,
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and in making possible the checking of inconsistencies
between the work eontrasts and the occupational choice.
( 22 : 344)' (

ltem 5 standard achievement teste, have· their limitations
and disadvantages-as well as advantages.

!heir disadvantages,

as well as their advantages-should be understood in

ord~r

that the tests may be properly used and interpreted.

One

disadvantage lies. in the faot.that the test sometimes fail·s
to coincide with the. content of the. course.

This, together

with the faet that- teachers are sometimes rated on the basis
of the outcGmee, ha.s caused many teachers to shape the

course in terms of the test·.

Content material should not be

introduced merely to. coincide with the test when there is
other material better adapted to the capacities, interests

and needs of the student.

This. objection can be partly

overcome by choosing teets that are- closely in harmony with
the course and by using student achievement·as -only .one of
several factors in rating teachers.

Another mis-application comes in dealing with norms.
The norms are often accepted as goals. and standards.

If

either an individual or a olass.were below or above the
median in intelligence- quotient., the achievement. norm would
not be a proper. goal.

Even. though .the c;lass were normal in

ability, it would no.t be enough to expect it to reach the
norm. (22 : 371-'13)
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The advantage_s of standardized o-ver ·teacher constructed tests are. as f.ollows:
The. items are_ likely to be better stated.
(1}
(2 Broader samplings ar.e usually made.

Statements are. so· devised to measure more

(3

desired outcomes.
(4) Norms are ·established to aid in interpretation

and comparison. (22 : 371)
Becaus.e of these advantages, when the test results
are used ae they are intended to be, and in -c.ombibation with

other things, they b·ecome an important instrument for
diagnostic purposes and. pr:ectictions •

These test results

indirectly reveal intelligenc.e.,. application., foundation etc.
Koos surmnarizes the uses of knowing student's achievements

as fo1.lowsz

"Accurate. i.nformation concerning .. achievements

of etud.ente is. critically important in an un.de.rstanding of

learning problems, in indicating proper emphas.is in teaching,
in showing the. extent students are working up. to capacity,
and in suggesting. probable levels. o.f achievement in the

future." ( 22t

~74)

:Besides pr,oviding .for. the. namec of the test, space on

the card is allotted for the educational age and the peroenile
score.

fhe educational age is valUable in that it shows the

position of the child with reference to. the standard of all
schools.

The percentile score shows the position of the

student in reference to the particular class of which he is

a member.
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Item 6, personality, character and· social adJustment
measurements should be·made and used with extreme caution.
Some have maintained that predictions upon.the.

bas~s

et

these teste are. so .questionable that .their. use is inadvieible.
Symonds, howeve-r; de·fends their ue_e in the following.

words'

"Tests of knowledge _and

op~nion

pre'cipi tate as a

superior measure of· character ••• We must remember that
character is only an average, and the one thing that perhaps
he lpe most to determine the averag:e .. level and conduct and

also the integration ..of charact.er, i·S one's v-erba1 organization •••• 'rhe person who knows wh.at ·is best and right to do,

tends, on .t.he who.le., to be the one who does the best thing
and the right. thing..

Re who do,ee. no.t know. wha.t is beet to do

is impelled more. by force of' circumet.ancea,_ th-e mores, and
by habits.·

~o

know that a man. score.d high. on a moral

knowledge test usually tells .. much- concerning -hie character
and conduct .• •· (38 : 566}'

ftle fWtet-ion.ot character and adjustment tests lies in
their ability to uncover ind.ications.

of- malad.justments.

Several. tests are now available that·seem to. be successful
in discovering, at the,··beginJ;ling of th.e yea.r, students who

would· la.ter be recogniz·ed as problems by t·he teacher.
Symonds claims that hie adjustment- questionnaire is effective

in locating the seclusive int·roverted individual who feels
unsucceseful-and una.ppreciated, while· his Guess !h2, identi•
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fication sheet shows maladjusted students who are boisterous,
attention-getting. extroverted individuals. (38 : 36?}

Bartshone and May

h~ve

presented the following words

of caution regarding t-he value and,. uses of character test

s.eores: -whether fortunately or otherwise, it is not

possible at present for records of character to be openly
used without the .introduction of attitudes of blame and
praise--in other words, without gossip.

Whether any set of

records which it is now practicable to obtain would constitute
a fair and accurate measure of character, we are not yet
euffi.ciently in control of social.opinions and attitudes to
run the risk of exposing a child. to the glare of scorn or
applause which would be· directed upon him if his character
record should be generally known.

Any character testing that

is done, therefore, should offer the child the protection of
anonymity...

Only thus can he be assured of his right to a

moral education which is devoid, of

sm~gness

toward the

'good' child and bitterness toward the 'bad•, under the
influence of which he would· almost inevitably turn into
either a prig or a deliquent--or both.

Becords, therefore,

should be kept strictly secret, to be used for experimental
and other scientific purposes only.• (18

~

369-3?0)

In thie division of the card, space is allotted for
.
conclusions justified by test scores, for recommendations,
-
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and for notations as for·the recording of ·results of what
has already been done.

Space for. data and s igndure is

Merely find.ing that a person has some ail-

also provided.

ment without a.pplying some remedy or cure is obviously of
no avail.

Providing for the record of treatment tends to

encourage the process of treatment.
Requiring a signature and date tends to fix responsibility definitely upon some one, and knowiDg thie causes
that •someone* to be just a little more accurate.

It also

gives opportunity for the successive users of the card to
check on the student and his past advisors.
Summary.

Scholastic aptitude ratings have high

reliability as criteria for predi.cting student succese.
Reliability is increased, however, when used with other data.

Wb.en used with other personnel data, aptitude ratings give

evidence as to whether the etud.ent is working up to his
physical and mental capacity.

If not, they will indicate

that diagnostic and, remedial measures will need to be taken

to bring about more consistency.
Values, of in.telligence tests may be· summarized as
follows:
1.

Proper use of the knowledge revealed by .

tes~ts increases the results of training
in the cases of superior and inferior mentalities.
2. The teste aid in determining promotions and
demotions or in preventing needs of demotions.
3. They help in g.iving educational and vocational

intelligence

advise.

4. ~hey help in rating schools and teachers.
5. ~hey aid employers in selecting and classifying employees.
Special aptitude test knowledge has similar uses.
These tests, however. act as a device with which to detect
and predict with greater accuracy special talents in which
one may .achieve.

They s.eem to be a better device for

predicting failure than

fo~

predicting.succees.

Vocational interest tests are valuable in stimulating
a student to analyze his thinking concerning occupations.
The tests supplement the results of exploratory courses and
other evidences of interests and capacities of students.
Achievement tests are also valuable instruments for
diagnostic purposes and predictions.

Aecurate information

concerning achievement of students is important in an
understanding of learning problems, in indicating proper
emphasis in teaching, in showing the extent to which students
are working up to capacity, and in suggesting probable
1evels of achievement in

~he

future.

Personality, character, and social adjustment measure-

ments are perhaps not ao· highly perfected as the above
mentioned tests. and should be used with caution and with
the protection of

anonyJJt~ity

for the child.

These test

values lie in their ability t_o uncover indications of
maladjustments.
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ARRANGDEET OF CARD. ITDS.

Any arrangement or system. of grouping items in such

a way

that those most. usually us.ed

tog~ther

wi.ll be found

together save.s time and adds to the utili.ty of, .th.e card. If
the stud·ent • s

elementary~

junior high, an.d high school grades

are recorde.d. in_ different pla_c.es .oJr the card. a comparison

not only takes more time,- but. impo.rtant relationships may
be overlooked., s inc.e the arrangement. i.s not such. that these
relationshi-ps are clearly brought o.ut.

When. the cumulative

records of all eubjeet grades. are on one. side. of the card,
graphic pictures o.f .progres:s. in each parti.oular subject
indicate certain abilities or certain handicaps that should

be taken into account in teaching, in adm-inistration, and
in guidance.
In most instances in which grade and other achievement

studied are mad.e.:, native ability relationships are also
consi.der.e.d.

For thi.s reaaon it

may

be good. economy to have

all standard tests, achievement tests, and subject grades
arranged together.

For these reasons, the e-nclosed card is

so arranged that on one side is the cumulative record of all
school subjects and

grade~

from beginning to end;

and on the

opposite side of the same card are listed the results of all
intelligence tests--general and special aptitude--and all
other standard testa such as achievement, personality and
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character, and adjustment and interest tests.
In order that any item may be readily found, each

card has a general heading, and each division has a·epecific
heading.

For example, the card containing all school subjects

and grades is labeled Scholastic.Record Card.

On the

opposite side of this card, the specific heading reads Test
and Measurement.Card. This. sub•heading.aids one to find an

item

immed~ately.

The -rema.inder of th·e data are arranged according to
this same plan.

'l'h·e personnel data are grouped from the

standpoint of use under four headings, so that related
knowledge can pe found promptly.

The four other card

headings are as follows: (1) Home and Health History, (2)
Vocational (3) Personal Traits and Personal Efficiency, and
(4) Conference.

Each of these is highly suggestive of the

data that would be found under each heading.

With this

arrangement it is not only easy to find information, but
it is equally easy to find the proper place to record new
data.
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KATERIAL,SIZE,AND CUT

0~

CARD

Since this record is to fol.low the. ch:ild from grade
to grade and school to s.ohool, it must be durable enough to
allow such use.

It must be made of stock au.fficiently

sturdy to stand up under at leaa.t twelve years handling.

is tor this reason

t~t

It

rag stock paper i_s used.

The size of cards may vary.

It seems· impossible to

please everyone, as there are advantag_.es and disadvantages
in nearly every size.

~he_

small four. by six eards have the

advantage of requiring little spa.ce.

Another advantage

comes in the fact that several people can work at the same
time without _ tyi.ng up the cards.

With the- long folded

type, one person must. use the-whole set.

This excludes

the possibility of more than one using a given etudent•s

record at one time.
There are .several inherent disadvantages in the sma11
cards.

Their use ·would necessitate c.ramping in order to get

some of the related data all on one card.- lnc.reas ing the

number of the cards makes it easier to misplace or loee some.
ln addition, it is somewhat difficult to place the several
cards in a visible type filing cabinet.
!he long sheet folder type hae advantages in filing.
It fite the visible filing case nicely and takes little
space.

There isn't the chance of material becoming misplaced
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or lost, since there is only one page of material to be

filed.

If photaetic pictures were wanted, fewer exposures

would be required.
Some of the disadvantages of this folder type of
card a are. as follows:

:More fold-ing and unf.o lding is required,

and this tends to wear the cards out at the folds.

Cramp•

ing of the material makes the data hard to see, find, and
record.· A folder ·may be used by only one perso.n at a time.
The large nine by eleven and one half

loose~leaf

packet type in which the cards are separate and printed on
only one sid.e, has. ite advantage-s.

The. six. cards are large

enough eo that cramping is unnecessary.

Eaeh card is

labeled with a larg.e_ heading, so that mat.erial ,is easy to
find.

Several people can work at one time on one set of

records, since each card is separate..

Chemical methods of

taking transcripts can be used, as the cards are printed on
onl.y one side•

Some of the disadvantages are that they require more
space for filing.

Since the six cards are printed upon

only one side, there is do.uble the numb.er o.f cards to file

and handle ·and more chance for cards .. to. become misplaced or
lost.

If duplicate records· were wanted,. instead, of one

photostatic picture or one chemical·transcript being
necessary, six pictures or six transcripts would be
necessary to make the record complete.
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The card adopted by the American Council on Education is nine by eleven and

o~e

half inches, and consists of

a folder with a. single card that fits inside.

The back

and front of the folder are utilized as part of the record

card also.
One of the disadvantages of this arrangement-is that
large cabinets are required for filing.
card also precludes . the. use of the

The large· size

visibl~

filing pystem.

The large size might be somewhat awkward in compari-son with

smaller sizes.

lf photostatic pictures were desired, four

-separate exposures would be necessary to get a. complete
record.

Transcription by chemical methods would be unsa.t·ie-

factor.y, since cards are printed on both sides.

Of course these objections relative to making
duplicates is not imp·ortant, as the plan is for the cumulative
reeorde to follow the ehild from grade to grade and from

school to school until he reaches the college level.

Colleges

sometimes desire a digest record taken from the child•s past
school record, but seldom do they have space or use for the
whole duplicate.

They usually send a blank form to be

filled in.

The size and arrangement suggested by the American

Council on Education is not without its advantages.
this size cramping ie unnecessary.

With

Spaceo _ie also conserved

by utilinng the folder cover for recording data, and the
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chances of losing cards are reduced.
the larger folder size is.that

Another advantage of

supplementa~

records and

temporary material can be.handily filed within the folder
until needed.

If the. folder w.ere emalle.r, such things as

the profile page of an achievement· te-st or. an. intelligence

test could not be fitted-within, and separate. space would
be necessar.y.

As it is, temporary data-and facts for the

reeor.d can be accumulated here until the. opportunity comes
for making the necessary summaries and recordings on the
personnel cards•

In the cards prepared -by the

w~iter

an attempt has

been made to preserve these advantagea_ and add others.

The

idea of making general and. s.pecifi.c headings and of grouping
these to faci1ita.te filing or finding information• has been

utilized.

!hie, it seems, adds a n·eeded improvement to the

American Council's card•

Another improvement rises out of

the unequa1 folding_: of_ the card.

The card is folded and

cut to allow for a projection. upon which the student's. name

may be written.
together, these.

When. a number of cards are to be filed
p~ojections

may be arranged in a staircase

order, so that several names- beg,~nning_ with the same letter
will be visible at any time.· Eaoh elevated name ie

protected by a transparent ce1luloid clip.
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CARD COSTS AND SPACE REQ,U!REMENTS

Cost of Printed Cards
Price bids from various supply

range

compania~

between forty and fifty- one dollars per thousand for the
large nine by eleven and one-half inch cards complete.

The

cost per thousand of the small five by eight inch folder
cards (page 103 ) is fifteen to nineteen dollars.

The prices

given here apply to durable rag-stock paper.
Filing Cabinet Costs and Space
~here

are many different qualities of metal and book

filing cabinets, and prices vary accordingly.

Single deck

types of metal cabinets suited for filing the large cards
vertically can be bought for eight to fifteen dollars.

These

cabinets are fourteen and three-quarters inches wide,
twenty-eight inches deep, and about fourteen inches high.
Such cabinets will handle four hundred to six hundred cards.
The more expensive types will hold about six hundred cards,
and the cheaper types about four hundred.

!he difference

in capacity is due to the fact that the better cabinet is so
braced and tracked that the shelf can be run out farther.
This is an advantage in that the cards in the far end of the
file can be removed and replaced with greater ease.

These

cabinets come in two, three, and four deck heights.

The

four deck desk type cabinet for filing the large cards ·c:
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·can be purchased at prices varying from #35.75 to $51.50.
These cabinets are fourteen and three quarters inches high.
J metal case in which o.ne could file vertically one

thousand of the five by eight inch cards would cost six to

eight dollars.

The dimensions of this filing case are nine

and three-eights inches wide, six. and eleven-sixteenths

inches high, and sixtaen and five. eights ·inches d.eep.

This

same type of case in double deek type. would cost eight to

ten dollars.
Most of the smaller cards are. filed in visible filing
cases.

Many metal cabinets suited for vis.ible filing are on

the market.

There is also available a variety of visible

type filing books •

One cabinet. case for. cards of the size

referred to is about ten and one-half inches wi.de, ten

inches high, and twenty-three inches deep.
five hundred cards.

It holds about

This cabinet costs from thirty-five to

fifty dollars, d ependi.ng upon the qua.li ty.

A similar

double deck. ca.s e of the same- width. and depth but sixteen and

seven-eighths inches high holds -one thousand cards and varies
in cost from se.venty-five to eighty-eig}lt dollars.
For small schools a book type container, "The Insite
Card Book," is available.

This book is about nine inches

wide, two inches thick and eleven inches long.

'l'his size

holds fifty cards visibly filed and costs from f.ive to six
dollars.

This same type in the sixteen inch length
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holds eighty-six cards and costs about one dollar more.
The twenty-inch length in the same kind of book has a
capacity of one hundred and thirty-two cards.
purchased for eight or nine dollars.

It may be
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PART TWO

~HODS

OF COLLECTING AND COMPILING DATA

Several availible methods of collecting data have

been discussed by Rugg, Symonds, and others.

One common

method of securing information is through the use of the
questionnaire.

Rugg has classified questionnaires into

three groups: those asking for facts which the reporter has
observed; those asking for facts to be found in records; and
those asking for reactions of individual, such as beliefs,

preferences, likes and dislikes, wishes, judgments, and
~uestionnaires

choicee. (38 : 123)

of the first two types

are used to obtain faote, and the answers are to. be taken at
their face

value~

Jn questionnaires of the third type the

purpose is not so much to obtain facts as to study individuals.
Two examples of questionnaire blanks designed to
elicit facts follow:

!the first is a suggestive blank for

collecting suitab.le data _relative to the child and family

for the Home and Health History Card.

Home gnd Health
Child's N"ame
Health'

Rating'
t

De·:feats

1Iimnnized Vaccinated
t
or tested
t
For.
t

'
I

'

t

I

•' Rating .

•
t

•'
•
i

'

'

t

t

t

of

Health

Father

t

Mother

From Parents
' Prolonged

t

' Sickness.
pat et~~~~. caqse·

• Re::ligi<ln

•

t

't

t

t

t

t

t

· Bir·thplace

Guard!Ei.n

t
t

t

'

------------,

------------...'

·nuration

'
t

t

' :r.rat1onality• Occupation

't
t

...

' ------------,--~-------.---------------'
'.~-------------'
'
' ------------,'
t
t

t

'

t

t

Step Parent.

t

t

'

Date of
and

,.

'

t

'
'!

t.

N~e

IOformatio~

,----------------''
'
.---------------'
t

.!

•

•

't

•
t

t

't

It :parent is. deoease:d, give date._ _ _..____ If separated• give de.ta_ _._______

Language spoken at home____________~Address________________ Telephone__________
Chi~dren

in family_ _ _ _ Older_ ____..At work

In school___________•

Married - - - - - - - -
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Some of these data could be obtained from the school
census cards, and some could be collected from the student
himself, but the census card lacks some of the information
called for in the Home and Health History card.

The student's

information is also usually inadequate to enable him to
answer some of the questions.
Because of the incompleteness of either of these
sources. one could save time by having the parent fill out a
questionnaire as the child enters school.
year on the data could be filled in from

From the first
info~ation

received

from other school recorda and by consultation.
~he

following is a questionnaire of the check type in

which the answer is indicated by checking the alternative
selected.

This questionnaire is suggestive of a possible

means of collecting the remaining

info~ation

needed in the

Home and Health History card.
This information regarding Economic.
Attitude_!! Parents. toward School, Types
Child,

status~

~.

Control

..!!:!1 Relationship. between . Pupil ..!:!!.£ Parent

Family,

~

could

probably best be obtained by the visiting teacher or the case
worker.

In schools too small to have these helps the advisor

could gain the information if he is at all resourceful and
tactful•

A consultation with the parent might reveal some of

these things, or an inquiry made by some responsible person
might yield the necessary information.

Home Information Blank
Student

Parent or Guardian

Date

Place a check mark opposite the_ lettered description under ea-cb._!_t_e_m__
that. bes.t desc-ribes this parent.
I. Ec-onomic status of family
II. Attli.tude toward sehoo~
(a) Lives in luxury
{ )'
(a) Sees no use of school
( )

{b) Needs are satisfied
(a) poor but sup~lied with
neoessi ties
{d) Poor but.not· dependent
(e) Receiving aid
(f) Destitute
(g)

(

)'

(b) Neutral toward school
(c) Resents loss of child's

(
(
(
(

)'
)'
)'
)'

(d).Trouble maker
(e) jppreoiative
(f) Gives moral sup:port

(
(
(

)
)
)

(

)f

(g)

(

)

III.Types of control over child
{a)
(b)
(o)
{d)
(e)
(f)

t

(.
(
(

Physical punishment
Reward and denial
Pride a]?pe-al
Nagst scolds,, thre.atens

Hires

Collector's Signature

0

{

(
(

- ) t

)'
)'
) t

)'
)'

labor

IV.

(
(

)
)

Relationship between pupil
and parents
(a) Partm.ership or aomradshi:p
(b) No mutual- understanding

{_ c l Antagonistic- .
(d) Parent domination
(e) Child domination
(f)
Position

(

)

(
(
(
{
(

)
}
)
)
}

Symonds also discusses the use of rating scales or a
means of collecting data.

He states that rating scales are

very important as a means of securing personnel information.
~8

: 55-65)

rating and the

~wo

important rating methods are the selective

grapbiQ~

An example of a selective rating

blank appears on the following page.
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A blank .for Data on Personal T'raite and _Personal Efficienoy.Please check items which beat describe the child.
I.
Attitude ~oward Self.
·

A-l.Ver.y self~assertive
2.Self-asaertive
3.Balanced .
4.Submissive
5.Very submissive

B~l.Introverted

2.Balanced
3.Extroverted
C•l.Emotionally expressive
2.Ioody
3.Emotionally balanced
4.Emotional~ apethetic
II-Social Attitude and Social Intelligence
:i;.S,ocially inactive
l.Sooially a progressive
supporter
4.Socially non-conformer
2~Wavering in support
5.An agitator
4.Requires special inIII-Work Habits
l.An aimless trifler
centive and prodding.
2.Satisfied just to
5.Re8Ular but •easy going•
"get by•_ ·
6.Doee more than required
7. Set's up new. tasks.
3.Ir~egularly ambitious
XV-Breadth of Interest
l.:Book-1sh and academic work
4.Chief interest in liter2.Hand·work and ph,ysical
ature, p,oetry, music
activity
and a~ts. .
3.Science and meChanical
5.Balance4 interest in all
V-LeaderShip and Init~ative
B-l.Sees needs and acts on
A-l.Marked ability in
leadership
·
own accord
2.Acta when needs are
2.Sometimes leads in
important things
pointed out by others
3.Sometimes leads in
3.Acts when told and
rid nor things.
lhow,n how.
4.Seld~m if ever leads
VL-Depend~bility and Loyalty
B-l.Word as good as his
l •. Sees job through
without question

2.Does job unless
difficult

bond
2.General.ly keeps hi's
pro~ises

s.uncertain
4.Undependable.

!.Very uncertain
VII-Personal Appearance and Appeal
A.l.Sought by. others
B-l.Appearence
2.Well liked by others
·2.Appearence
3.~ked by 9thers
!.Appearance
. 4• Tolerated~ by others
C-1. Tidy 5.Avoided by others
2.Average
3.unt'idy..

·
pleasing
neutral
detracts
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As mentioned, this blank is offered as a suggestive
one for gathering

info~ation

personal trai·te.

lt would be very difficult to make the

relative to a student's

information on thie card entirely objective and definite.
Because of this and because of its great importance, those
responsible for this information should exercise.special
care.
During the first three years of the child's life he
usually has one teacher most of the time.

Yor this reason

this teacher Should be better qualified, perhaps, than any
one else to observe the child's personality traits.

Because

of the intimate contact, the teacher .is the logical one to
record these data during the first few years.

Probably not

until the end of the sixth grade should any one else participate in rating the child on these pointe.
~rom.
dive~eified,

teachers..

this time on the child's activities are more
and he is supervised and observed by more

For this reason one teacher's judgment would not

be so good, since his observatio.ns are less centralized.
this reason the personnel data wo·uld probably tend to be
more accurate if three people who are acquainted with the

child give separate ratings and an average were made from
all three.

The home room teacher and two other teachers

might rrak.e these ratings.

According to the plan of the card. this composite

For
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would be recorded during the eighth grade period, again at

the tenth grade period, and then during the twelth grade,
year.

The home room teacher could make the composite fr.om

the three reports mentioned.
An example of a·graphic rating scale follows:
Scholastic Aptitude_Estimate

Student :Mame

''

'

Grade '

Dat~

'

Home Room •dvieor

The following ( ) mark on the line represents
best judgment ae to the ability of this student to do
academic work:

~

" - - - ' - -..B ·---'---.c. ___
, __ )l. - - - ' - - E - - - ' - -

Teacher's signature

Position

Scholastic aptitude _is op.e of the divisions of the

Test and :Measurements Card.

'fhe scholastic aptitude mark

represents the teachers estimate of the child's ability to
do academic work.

Up to grade six one teachem estimate is

perhaps all that- is required. for during these early grades,
the child is in contact with one teaCher more than with any
other.

At the beginning of the seventh grade, howeyer, and

from here on an independent estimate should be obtained from
three teachers most likely to know his abilities.

T.he

average of these three estimates should be considered his
scholastic aptitude standing, and should be recorded by the
home room teacher on the scholastic aptitude record space as

A. B, C, D, or E.
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In schools where the platoon system is in vogue
earlier than the seventh grade, the practice of having more
than one teacher estimate Should be introduced earlier.
The teacher who is eetima.ting the aptitude should not

be the one to make the entr,y upon the record card because
the other marks often influence her mark.

Separate slips

should be provided.
~he

other data that this card provides for is to be

obtained from

ets~dardized

tests and merely requires the

recording of the results according to the plane of the tests.
As the vocational· card deals with the child's activities. awards, vocational experiences, vocational plans. and
educational interests, probably the best and moat accurate
way of securing. the inf-ormation would be through interviews

and conversations.

This same method would,

per~aps,

alae

be the most appropriate for collecting data for the Conference card.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USING

CUMU~Trv.E

RECORD

Home and Health History
!'he purpose of this card is to- give those concerned

with the instruction and guidance of the child an understand•
ing of the child's family and health background-in order that
they may realize to what. extent these factors affect the
child's behavior at s·choo.l and his chan.o-es. for further
success.

With this information,. those directing the edu·cation...

ai activities should be ab.le to use th-is background of information in h.elping. the ehild modify his activities and plans in
a wiser way.

l.Health--This description should be merely average,
below average, or above average.

2.Religion--7he designation. should .be Keth. or L.D.• S.

or Oath. etc.

In some school systems it is considered

inadvisable to make a record of religion.

Where this is the

case, no such. entry should be made.
3.Nationality~-Here

should be given such explanatory

information a.s. American-liegro, French-Canadian,
Portuguese.

Colored~

These double descriptions give more desired

information than merely Portuguese, or Canadian.

Of course

Swedish, French, Armenian, or Japanese, would need no
further definition.

4.0ccupat1on--Becord mother's occupation only if she
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is employed other than as house-wife.
5 .Under Address_

~nd

Telephones, . _if the family moves

so often as to fill the spaces provided, the entry on the
last space should always be filled in with a pencil.
6.In the line

pr~vided

for recording language .spoken

in home and date ..2.L parent separations,
has taken

pl~c. e,

and no fo re.ign

.~f

lan~-~.e

no separation

is spoken, merely

leave the spaces blank.
?.Under the column, other children. ja the family, it

is important to get their names when
mer~ly

list Brother or Sister.

poss~ble.

Otherwise,

By recording these

ite~

through out the year, one may develop an. interest and friendship in the student and family that may be very wholesome in
its results. On matters of this kind, however, care should
be exercised not to defea.t the purpose of the card by aroue•

ing resentment by direct questioning in class.

s.Under the column older £Lyounger merely put
or ayn for which ever the case may be.

•o•

Under the column in

school, at·work,_ and married put Yes or Ho.
9.Economic . Statue . .2£ Family ..

_Un~er

the heading, the

appropriate one of· the following should be u.eed as descript-

ive: Lives in luxury, Needs are satisfied, Poor but supplied
with neceseities,

Ve~

poor, Receivipg aid, Destitute.

lO.In the column, Attitude toward school,should be
recorded one of the following phrases: Sees no use of

sch~ol,
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Neutral towards school, Resents loss of child labor,
Trouble maker, Appreciative, or Gives moral support.
ll.In reference to Types of.Control over Child, the
description might be })bysical

punishmen~,

iaward and

denial, »ride appeal, ·nags, scolds, threatens, aoaxes,hires.
l2.0ne of the iollowing terms might describe the
Relationship .between .. pupil . !!llt. parent:
partnership, Bo mutual understanding,

domination, Child

Comradeshj.pL
A~~,agonistic,·

~or

Pa.rent

do~ination.

l3.Note that ratings on the child's Genera1 health
and PhYsical development_are teachers' judgments; therefore
the descriptions should merely be Above average, Average, B
Below average, and.Over developed,
Under

developed, and

All designations should be abbreviated,

dev~loped.

so that there

Averag~

wil~

be room on the aide for the teacher's

s-ignature.
14.~be

Defect_ d.eeignation will include only those

defects that are serious enough to affect the child's
school progrees.

This infor.mation ean be collected from

the medical office.
l5.Vaecinations,

this heading
te~te

e~ould

Immunization·~. ~nd

Tests --Under

be listed the disease. concerned.

By

reference is to teste given to detect such things as

tuberculosis or diphtheria.

-~he

dates should be recorded.

Under •results" record should be made as to whether the
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vaccination •took• or whether the test showed syphilis,

tuberculosis,_ etc.
Vocational Card
l..Preparing. for~ what .. school t--As a student's educational
plans begi.n to develop, brief notations should be made of his

choice of curriculum.
2.Preparins ~1.2.£. what . vocation?..~-~lans for selection of

a vocation should. be entered. as de.velope.d.
questions 1 and 2 are not for. the purpose of-forcing
the child to. make. one decision.

Yhey are rather to et"imulate

a beginning in thinking that will have a desirable effect
upon his work. · If the seventh grade student is able to limit

himself to three or perhaps four choices at this time, that
is all that can be expected.

Ae he galna vocational know-

ledge, he will narrow his decisions.

These early choices

should be entered in order that the.narrowiog process and the
direction of changes can be· studied, since these changes

have guidance values.

3.Speeial. i.nterest .. ~ould

i~clu~e

that have vocational significance.

interests and hobbies

These may be either

school subjects or others of less apparent use.
4.0utside·employment . experience~-:-~~~ef notations
should be made of any vocational

occup~ti.on

student-has engaged during the year•

in which a

When.poseible indicate

extent, success, and remuneration received.

9'1

5 .School. Activities .• _ Offices ..... Honors ... etc.

+ In

addition to noting par~_icipation in such ..a.ctivitiee as
dramat~es

and athletics, one should reco.rd vacation

act~ vi ties such. as scouting, _club,

time

etc.

Personal &raits and Efficiency Card
l.Attitude "'roward Self ...

~~der

this heading one should

indicate whether the pupil is. extremely assertive, assertive,
balanced, submissive or

ext~eme.~y

submissive.

The student

should also be recorded as an intr.ov.ert. an extrovert*

emotionally apathetic, or emotionally expressive.
2.Sooial_attitude_!!J.9.~.Social: _l~.telligence.

Here

should be indicated whether the . child is.. s.o9~-~lly a

progressive. supporter, wavering., socially

or

non-conforme.r,

inact~ive,

a

an agitator.

s.Work . .Babit$~~tfnder this heading.would, be indicated.
whether the pupil. is an aimless trifler, whether he is
satisfied just to •g:et by, • wh·eth.er he. is regularly ambitious,

whether he requires special ineent.ives and prodding, whether
he is a

regu~ar

plodder. ·or whether he does more than

required.· aJld. sets up new tasks.
4.Breadth:_of Interest! ...
of interest.

~his

;IJ~re

one should liet the trend

may be in aca·demic, physical, or hand

work, in ec;:ie,n,ce or mechanics, in literature or music; or
the. student

my be well

5.Le.ade.rship_,S.

balanced in all fields.
initiative~--~~dic,~te

·here whet.her
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the person in question shows marked ability in leadership,
whether he sometimes leads in important thing.s, whether he
sometimes leads in min·or

Does he s-ee- needs

a~d·

thing~.

or whether he never leads.

·act upon own accord, act when needs are

pointed out to him, or act only when told. and shown how?
6.Dependability .!!W!:._Loyalty •. __ -~~-

·~4ie_

space should

appear such. statemep.ts as one_ of the. following: Sees job
through without question, sees job through unless difficult,
Ver.y uncertain.

the following
keeps

promis~.

A supplementary

mig~t

descri~tion

aidJ Word as good ae bond, generally

Uncertain• ·Independable.

'l•Personal:Appearence . ~ . Appeal!.
to

affe.~t

the

such as one of

stu~ent

•s position here.

-~ree

factors seem

For this reason

description should include one phrase_ from (a) sought by
others, well liked by others, liked by others, tolerated by

o.thers, or avoided by others • (b)' appearance. pleasant,
appear.ance neutral, or appearance detracts; (c) tidy, average,
untidy •.

..c...o.-n-.f,.;;;;e_r.-e...n....c.-e

~

On this card should be recorded important attitudes,
remarks, and decisions.

Any conference that makes a

contribution to a solution or partial solution of any problem
should be recorded.

If the. conference brings to light

extremely personal mattera, such information should not be
recorded.

In this case one tnight make such comment as

99
toll~we:.

•Conference Jan.. 13, 1936.

interested; John Doe.•

Please consult me if

Significant information or comments

tor which there is no provision el-sewhere would be recorded
here:.

'.rhe- re.asons for the transfer of a s-tudent from one class,

teacher, or- school to another may be placed here . if they are

important.

Scholgetic Record Card
~he

information for this card. can be obtaiaed at the

end. of the. year from the other e.chool reoorde.

When courses

are completed at the end of the seme·eter, the grades should

be reeorded. at this time.
l.At the top of the page and in the place 4eeignated
for sex are recorded the letters • • ·and
tor male and

•:r•

for female.

•:r•-.·-••

standing

All that ie necessary here is to

encircle the correct letter.
2.In the. place for Color or race designation are .black,
·white, yellow, etc.
3.

Be~ow

the ,subjects listed a·re spa.ces for recording

the grades ·by merely placing_ check mark opposite the Aa :B, C,
D, or E.

In cases whe.re the.-s.ohool does not use the A, B, C,

D marking __system, schools should indicat.e the scholar:Sh~p

percenti1e ranking instead. (Some

to the letter grading. system.)

col~eges.

prefer this method

In cases. of thie kind the

could be replaced with 80-99;\•B• with 60·'70;.
~·with

•c•

with 40-59;

20-39; and •En with a1grade. below 20.
\

\
\

\\ . o

'

'

~v 6~LrV'\l~)\

\;J··~--"-'6-"

.-

•A•

r7 0 ·-- 1~'
[)

wo
4. If the schools are sectioned homogeneously, the
teacher should indicate the
belongs.

sectio~

to which the student

This may be done by placing the number 1, 2, or 3

in the space below the subject and opposite the mark selected,
The number "1 8 should represent the high section.
~the

space provided for noting credit, should be

recorded whole, half, or quarter credits.
~eats ~Measurements .Card~

is reserved for standardized tests.

T:he

space for this card

The headings are so

arranged that details of explanation are unnecessary.

Under

personality, character, social measurements, vocational
interest tests, space is allotted for follow up work and
results.
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1. With the result.s of this study as a basis, one

might state that the keeping of cumulative records would meet
the approTal of educational authorities.
2. The keeping of cumulative personnel data has not

yet been universally adopted in the schools.
3. Where cumulative record sets are in use, there ie
frequently a lack of needed standardization and unitor.mity.
4.

Da~

of the record sets in use are inadequate to

meet the general needs for guidance, instruction, and
administration.

5. Contacts made with various Utah school administrators reveal a marked disagreement concerning all phases of
cumulative records.
6. The sample

for~s

of records used in Utah reflect

the need for a more unified understanding of record purposes
and the need for an adequate cumulative record card.

1. After considering the uses of items, their
arrangement and the ·criteria for building cards, the author
submits the following cumulative record card as the result
of his studiea and as the conclusion of thie paper.
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